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Abstract

As the nanotechnology industry continues to �nd ways to further the miniaturisation

of electronic components a single chip, alternative methods and materials are being

explored. This poses new challenges for the scienti�c community. Due to their size

which allows for alternative transport mechanisms to occur, molecular electronics

have gained much traction in the community and in particular, their thermoelectric

properties have gained attention due to their unusual phenomena, showing their

potential to substitute typical semiconductor materials.

Organic molecules were carefully selected to be deposited on an Au(111) surface

either under an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) environment or in solution self-assembly

(SA) to form self-assembled monolayers (SAMs). These two methods were proven

to produce high-quality �lms. The advantages of these two methods are highlighted

throughout this thesis with the support of the topography obtained through atomic

force microscopy (AFM). AFM in combination with X-ray photoelectron (XPS) can

provide vital information about the structural composition of the monolayers and

their interaction with the surface, allowing the conformation to be deduced. AFM

can be adapted to study the conductive properties of �softer� (C-AFM) materials

without damaging the conformation and properties.

This thesis studies a series of dialkynylferrocenes which exhibit attractive electronic

and rotational properties. Previously, work on these molecules was carried out

on single molecular junctions whereas here, properties of the SAM were investi-

gated and deposited via solution. The single molecular junctions showed that the

molecules adopt an `open' conformation as opposed to the self-assembled monolayer

where it preferentially forms a `hairpin' conformation (both alkynes pointing to the

surface).
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Using the same deposition method, a series of parallel anthracene molecules were

explored. These molecules o�er the potential to harvest energy at room temperature

and their thermoelectric properties can be tuned due to their quantum interference

e�ects. These `sticky' anthracene bases are bound to the metal electrodes through

their anchor groups and underwent further deposition to form a 3D architecture

using zinc porphyrin as its `slippery' linker.

Taking inspiration from the `slipper linkers' concept, the following chapter shows

zinc porphyrin deposited via thermal sublimation to form a highly pristine base

monolayer. Two derivatives of bipyridine were studied as the potential for a linker

to the zinc centre of the porphyrin. Deposition methods of the second layer were

attempted with both thermal sublimation and solution self-assembly.

The �ndings presented in this research demonstrate that well-ordered self-assembled

monolayers can be formed using two di�erent methods of deposition: thermal sub-

limation and solution self-assembly. It is found that these molecular structures and

their interactions with the surface can greatly alter the thermoelectrical and electri-

cal properties leading to exciting and novel ways of fabrication methods highlighting

the importance of molecular structures within a monolayer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Throughout history, energy has played an important role in society. Energy comes

in many di�erent forms such as chemical, electrical, mechanical, thermal and more.

Wind, �re and humans were the basic types of energies exploited that created the

world we live in. Past methods of harnessing energy have evolved greatly, from

steam-powered devices to nuclear power stations. The decrease in the abundance

of non-renewable sources has caused a massive change in how we are doing things

today. Besides depletion of these sources, it is also damaging to the environment to

use them. Climate change is one of the main global issues of our time, and a lot of

attention has been focused on reducing our carbon footprints as individuals and a

population as a whole. Renewable energies have been considered a vital alternative

for slowing down climate change and thus, much research has gone into �nding the

most e�cient yet a�ordable way to advance the �eld. Whilst it is practical to think

about the cost, it is also necessary to evaluate the consequences that come from

harnessing energy, using it and storing it from the beginning to obtain a true idea

of `sustainability'.

One of the most important forms of energy we rely on today is electrical energy,

i.e. that which is converted from electric potential into other useful work. Almost

every aspect of our lives in virtually every part of the world now relies on electrical

energy of some form. Considered at a general level, electrical energy is probably the

most versatile energy type able to be converted into other, less noble forms, such

as kinetic (mechanical), light, and their various subdivisions. Converting to and
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from each energy type is not always practical and will always result in losses due

to the second law of thermodynamics. Ultimately then, all energy eventually turns,

or indeed is lost into heat, causing us to regard heat as the lowest `quality' form of

useful work despite this it generates more than 90% of energy usage.[1]

How can we avoid or even recover this `lost' useful energy? The thermoelectric e�ect

is one such phenomenon that has signi�cant application in this area. Thermoelectric

(TE) materials are a simple technology that can directly convert heat to electricity

and has gained widespread attention for their potential applications as mini-cooling

systems, TE generators, and self-powered sensors.[2] They are attractive materials

as they enable heat to be converted back into electric voltage, utilising, for instance,

waste heat as mentioned above from natural sunlight, automobiles, central process-

ing units (CPUs), human heat etc., thus exploiting a huge range of energies that

are already present. Research into thermoelectric materials, therefore, focuses on

1) improving the e�ciency of such materials, and 2) developing materials that are

cheap and 3) industrially viable.

1.1 An Example of Thermoelectricity

Thinking about sustainability in terms of energy or devices involves taking into ac-

count the energy required to obtain the end product. For example, the energy used

to create a mobile phone is very large. Major components include the display unit,

CPU and battery. The CPU is mostly made up of silicon and the process of ex-

tracting pure silicon from silicon dioxide involves heating it at high temperatures at

around 2200°C with carbon. This takes 1000-1500 MJ/kg, also known as embodied

energy. (Compared to that of aluminium which uses around 170 MJ/kg).[3] The

embodied energy can also go even further back in the manufacturing process and

account for the energy in getting the energy in the �rst place. If silicon dioxide

was heated using oil, what would the energy be for transporting the oil from one

country to another? The complication with calculating embodied energy is how far

back would you stop.

The amount of energy used is governed by the way society behaves. As our everyday

lives have incorporated the use of electricity, the higher demand from consumers
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means higher supply. One method of reducing the supply and still meeting demands

is to increase the e�ciency resulting in the amount necessary to decrease but due to

Jevon's paradox (the rebound e�ect) which states that as a process becomes more

e�cient, the consumption increases thus, a rise in demand.[4] The infrastructure of

societies allows the rebound to arise at a faster rate and consequently the demand

eventually increases to a point where we end up consuming more than we did when

it was less e�cient. This can also be true for the use of thermoelectrics, e.g. in

phones. Normal working phone temperatures operate between 25-30°C but can get

up to ∼50°C and if some of that waste heat can be converted into electricity to power

our phones then less power is needed for charging our phones.[5] Although if we apply

Jevons paradox, similarly to what we commonly see from battery development, we

can expect rather than a reduction in energy use, an increase in the capabilities of

the phone meaning that no energy is saved at all.

The opposite of embodied energy is energy output or exergy from a particular source.

It is the amount of usable or available energy. In devices that release energy such as

thermoelectric devices, Li-ion batteries and solar panels, an estimation of e�ciency

can be determined by the ratio between the energy input and the output and is also

known as energy return on investment (EROI). The bene�ts will outweigh the costs

(in terms of energy) if the ratio is at least 3:1.[6]

The e�ciency of converting heat into electricity in the desired end product can be

predicted if the ZT of a material is known. ZT is the dimensionless �gure of merit of

the primary measure of a thermoelectric material's performance (synonymous with

ZTm) and helps in �nding its e�ciency. Most TE materials' ZT values are between

1 and 2.5.[1] If we were to take a material with a ZT of 2, theoretically the maximum

e�ciency of power generated, η, is:

η =

(
Thot − Tcold

Thot

) √
1 + ZTm − 1

√
1 + ZTm +

(
Tcold
Thot

)
 (1.1)

[7]

where Tm, is the average temperature. This equation is a product of the Carnot

e�ciency (Thot − Tcold)/Thot and a reduction factor as a function of the material's
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�gure of merit, Z.[7] If we take the hot temperature of the mobile phone to be 30°C

at its max and the cold to be approximately just below room temperature at 25°C.

The equation simpli�es to:

η =

(
5

303

)[ √
3− 1√

3 + 0.9834

]
= 4.4× 10−3 × 100 = 0.44% (1.2)

To compare, solar thermoelectric generators also have a ZT of 2 and can achieve

an e�ciency of 15.9 % if the hot temperature is at 1000°C.[8] One solution could be

to insert a cooling system on one side of the �lm to ensure a gradient though that

could possibly defy the point of attempting to produce a `green' device if we require

an additional energy source for its function.

If the ZT of the material can be improved to 3, the e�ciency will increase by

0.10%:

η =

(
5

303

)[ √
4− 1

√
+ 0.9834

]
= 5.5× 10−3 × 100 = 0.55% (1.3)

Following this equation and estimation of an EROI can be done by �rst trying to �nd

a value for the embodied energy of the material. To make the calculations simpler,

the energies included will be: the molecules and materials used (imine deposition on

gold), the amount required to power a UHV (ultra-high vacuum) deposition system

and the voltage applied to obtain the right temperature for molecule sublimation.

Although it is di�cult to �nd exact values to represent the energy embodied, it can

be seen that this is a very energy intensive process. Synthesising pure chemicals alone

(depending on the chemical) would require isolation and puri�cation. Secondly, the

energy �ow from the material will be 0.23% of the energy expelled as heat from the

mobile phone and �nally, the EROI can be found.

When thinking about sustainability and the `bigger picture', it is important to think

about the value of the material compared to the e�ort put into making it. Is it worth

the embodied energy as a �nished product? For example, the embodied energy

in making steel is around 38 MJ/kg but this embodiment allows for structures

(buildings/bridges) to be built therefore increasing its value.[3]
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Steel production has not always required `little' amounts of energy. Through many

years of research, today's production is far less energy intensive. So, although the

embodied energy of making thermoelectric �lms is extremely high recently and cur-

rently does not hold the same value as solar cells, for example, research is essential

in eventually producing a product in which they may be equally bene�cial. Discov-

ering a thermoelectric material which can produce a high ZT , would mean that it

could �nd applications in many disciplines in the future. Although in this particu-

lar example we used the idea of implementing them in mobile phones, if the future

of thermoelectrics can successfully be scaled down to produce su�cient EROI, the

possibilities are not limited to mobile devices.

1.2 Nanoscale Thermoelectrics

Nanoscale thermoelectrics is intrinsically linked with their molecular counterparts

� molecular electronics. These two communities work closely together to fully op-

timise the future of nanodevices. As we begin to near the end of Moore's law, the

need to discover new technologies and methodologies to continue the miniaturisa-

tion of electrical components on a single chip is becoming increasingly important to

obtain superior devices. And so, much of the focus in recent years has been focused

on understanding devices at the nanoscale. New materials are being explored as

alternatives to conventional semiconductors and molecules have piqued particular

interest due to their potential arising from the possible complexity in their synthesis

design and quantum properties at small sizes.

Richard Feynman's talk, `There's plenty of room at the bottom', gathered a lot of at-

tention about bottom-up fabrication and the current methods of building nanoscale

devices.[9] Feynman proposed that if atoms can be manipulated, it would be possible

to store data in an arrangement of atoms and additionally new properties could be

discovered as a result. Molecules open up a wide range of possibilities, their chemical

structure can be manipulated to alter their physical properties such as magnetism,

electricity and thermal conductivity.
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1.3 Aim and Overview of this thesis

Bringing together these two aspects, this thesis focuses on the design, fabrication

and characterisation of thin-�lm thermoelectrics. Chapter 2 introduces the concept

of thermoelectricity and introduces why nanoscale and bottom-up methods based

on small molecules can be useful. Following this, Chapter 3 begins to talk about the

major factors that in�uence molecular thermopower and the forces that are prevalent

in self-assembled monolayers (SAMs). We also address the di�erent methodologies

used in this thesis for SAM deposition, vacuum and solution self-assembly. Chap-

ter 4 details the experimental techniques and preparations required for the work

carried out in the later chapters. Additionally, the characterisation methods are de-

scribed here, including atomic force microscope (AFM) and its variations and X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).

In Chapter 5, we investigate the assembly of various dialkyl ferrocene molecules us-

ing a combination of XPS and AFM. We show that the positioning of the ferrocene

arms is dependent on the anchor groups and examine how this a�ects their electrical

properties. We then begin to explore 3D molecular architectures with anthracenes

and zinc tetraphenylporphyrin (ZnTPP). Here, anthracene `sticky' linkers are de-

posited onto template stripped gold and proceeded to be submerged in ZnTPP

solution for complexation to the anthracene as a `slippery' linker. This chapter

shows the impact of complexing a ZnTPP to an anthracene on its conductivity and

thermoelectric power. We then attempt to reverse this process, forming a pristine

well-ordered monolayer using planar molecules such as porphyrin and phthalocya-

nine as the foundation. The results are presented in Chapter 7 and we attempt

to combine two di�erent methods of deposition, vacuum deposition and solution

self-assembly.

This thesis will then investigate a series of molecules and how they will self-assemble

on the surface and their electrical transport properties. This work will focus on

experimenting with methods and materials to fabricate molecular thin-�lm ther-

moelectrics whilst considering that the �ndings could be utilised for devices in the

future. The overall arching aim of this thesis is then three-fold: �rstly, we will

test the feasibility of translating single molecular measurements to SAMs which are

6



needed for devices. Secondly, to discover if thermoelectrical/electrical properties of

SAMs can be enhanced with phonon-suppression by pi-stacking molecules, and �-

nally, to address whether a combination of two deposition methods can be combined

to create the perfect SAMs.
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Chapter 2

Thermoelectricity

2.1 Introduction

Since the emergence of Moore's law, a prediction made by Gordon Moore in 1965,

where he observes that the number of transistors fabricated on a computer chip tends

to double every two years, has ended, further miniaturisation of computer chips re-

mains a great challenge. Conventionally, silicon is used for mass manufacturing,

however, due to its bulk properties, uniform doping became di�cult to achieve as

the size of the components decreased.[10] Richard Feynman's talk, `There's plenty of

room at the bottom', could be considered as one of the major inspirations for inves-

tigating molecules as an alternative to inorganic semiconductors, where he suggested

that large amounts of data can be stored in a tiny space such as molecules.[9]

Molecular electronics is a branch of nanoscience that investigates electrical and ther-

mal transport properties of either single or an assembly of molecules. The �rst

proposal of a single molecule as a diode came in the early 1970s from a theoretical

study by Aviram and Ratner.[11] Since this, many techniques have been developed

to experimentally investigate monolayers and single molecules such as the scanning

tunnelling microscope and break junctions.[12] Molecules have a desirable charac-

teristic whereby their electronic properties can be tuned by altering their chemical

design, meaning the possibilities are in�nite.[13]

Molecules, therefore, have potential in many di�erent electronic applications includ-
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ing recti�cation[14], switching[15, 16] and memory[17] and has also attracted the

thermoelectric community. The phenomenon of thermoelectricity - the conversion

of heat into electricity - was observed many decades ago.[18] This e�ect has been

exploited in devices for thermoelectric generators and refrigerators and has gained

a lot of popularity in recent years.[2] Generating over 90% of the energy used today,

thermal power is ubiquitous, and despite this, it is regarded as the most wasted

form of energy at ∼60% of the world energy consumption.[1, 19] The heat used to

obtain electricity transformation can come as a by-product of other processes and

in a sense can be regarded as renewable as it is inevitable and ubiquitous.[1]

Most commercialised TE are large bulk structures and thus are only applicable in

large-scale waste heat recovery. However, theoretical calculations and experimental

results of scaling down TE to nanostructures such as nanowires, quantum wells and

dots suggest that size e�ects could enhance e�ciency and �gure of merits.[20, 21, 22,

23, 24] Thus, recent research has been focused on investigating molecular electronics.

The �rst evidence of molecules displaying thermoelectric e�ects was discovered by

Reddy et al. in 2007 and from then, the attention on molecular thermoelectrics has

increased and is seen as a potential solution for the ever-growing energy crisis.

The Seebeck e�ect, one of the fundamental principles of thermoelectricity, was �rst

discovered in the 1820s. This is a phenomenon where a small voltage is observed

in the presence of a temperature gradient. It is intrinsically linked with the Peltier

e�ect, which occurs when an electrical current �ows through a junction, heat can

either be absorbed at one end and emitted through the other or vice versa.[2, 1]

Although these e�ects are well known, the materials and devices are not extremely

widespread due to the low e�ciency of conversion. Presently, TE falls below other

energy conversion technologies in terms of e�ciency (Figure 1). High e�ciencies re-

quire high temperatures and this results in heat being generated through combustion

of non-renewables such as coal.

In short, experimental research into molecular thermoelectrics has its advantages.

Firstly, it can provide insights into the transport properties of a junction, secondly,

it can open up a door for novel approaches to assembly and formation of devices

which could replace traditional silicon-based electronics and thirdly, due to the ease

9



Figure 1: Comparison of energy conversion of various thermoelectrics used globally.
The e�ciency of the Carnot cycle curve shows the most e�cient energy conversion
can be depending on the temperature of the heat source. The ZT values here
are assumed to be independent of temperature. Thermoelectric materials display a
ZT of around 0.5 which lies far below current energy conversion devices with ZT 's
between 4 and 20. Figure from [1].

of bulk synthesis of readily available molecules mass manufacturing should have a

low-cost.[25, 26, 27, 13]

2.2 Thermoelectric E�ect

The term thermoelectric e�ect encompasses two parallel phenomena: the Seebeck

e�ect and the Peltier e�ect. These e�ects arise when a circuit of two di�erent

conductors, a and b, is formed where junction a and b are both maintained at two

di�erent temperatures, leading to an unequal balance of charge between the two.

Until thermal equilibrium is achieved, an electric �eld is induced between a and

b.[28, 27] The following sections will now focus on the Seebeck e�ect.

2.2.1 Thermal Conductance

To begin exploring the thermoelectric e�ect, both the electrical and thermal trans-

port properties need to be considered as whilst electrons conduct electricity, they
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High T Low T

Figure 2: Simple diagram of a one-dimensional conductor showing the movement
of electrons. The larger arrows indicate higher energy of the electrons due to the
higher temperature.

also conduct heat. The link between thermal conductance κ and electrical conduc-

tivity σ of a material can be expressed through the ratio in the Wiedemann-Franz

law κ/σT and is dependent on temperature T . This is also known as the Lorenz

number.

To show this, consider a gradual temperature gradient within a metal or a semi-

conductor, with an external heat source and sink, assuming the gradient can be

maintained and uniform across the material. At small temperature di�erences, the

thermal conductivity κ is directly proportional to the negative of the temperature

gradient −∇T , showing that the current �ows in an opposite direction to the tem-

perature gradient. This is Fourier's law and thus, thermal current density, jq can

be de�ned as

jq = −κ∇T = −κdT
dx

(2.1)

Consider a one-dimensional system such that electrons can only �ow along the x-axis

(Figure 2). At the centre of this system x, half the electrons will have arrived from

the hot side and the other half from the cold. If we take the thermal energy ε(T ) of

an electron at an equilibrium temperature T , then electrons which have their last

collision at a particular point x − υτ , where υ equals the velocity of the electron

and τ is the time constant, the thermal energy carried for each electron will be

ε(T [x− υτ ]). Therefore the contribution of electrons from the high temperature to

the thermal current density jq at point x will be the thermal energy multiplied by the

number of electrons per unit volume, n/2, and its velocity υ. Similarly, the electrons

arriving from the cold will have a velocity of −υ as they are moving from a positive

to negative x-direction. Adding these two terms together jq becomes:[29]
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jq =
1

2
nυ[ε(T [x− υτ ])− ε(T [x+ υτ ])] (2.2)

If the temperature over the free mean path is extremely small then the expansion

of the equation around x can be

jq = nυ2τ
dε

dT

(
−dT
dx

)
(2.3)

To make this applicable for three dimensional cases, the resulting equation be-

comes

jq =
1

3
υ2τcυ(−∇T ) (2.4)

where cυ is the heat capacity of an electron, τ is the relaxation time and υ2 is the

mean square electronic speed. This can be arranged make κ the subject

κ =
1

3
υ2τcυ (2.5)

As equation 2.5 can be complex, the formula can be independent from relaxation

time τ by introducing electrical conductivity, σ and applying to ideal gas laws such

as cυ = 3
2
nkB and 1

2
mυ2 = 3

2
kBT , where kB is the Boltzmann's constant, leading to

the Wiedemann-Franz law:

κ

σ
=

3

2

(
kB
e

)2

T (2.6)

As equation 2.6 shows, in order maximise electrical current, thermal conductivity

should be as small as possible. These calculations presume that electrons upon their

last collision will hold a thermal energy dependent on the temperature at that time,

however it should be noted that if an electron bears more energy after a collision

then the velocity should also be higher. Therefore, this e�ect should be taken into

account but in reality the end result is only e�ected by an order of unity.

The proportionality constant, the Lorenz number, is then
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L0 =
κ

σT
=

3

2

(
kB
e

)2

= 2.44× 10−8WΩK−2 (2.7)

After a temperature gradient has been established, electrons will �ow towards the

colder side resulting in an electrical current. This phenomenon is the Seebeck ef-

fect.[29]

2.2.2 Seebeck Coe�cient (Thermopower)

The Seebeck coe�cient S or the thermopower is de�ned as the ratio between the

thermoelectric voltage observed and the di�erence in temperature between two dif-

ferent conductors.

S = −∆V

∆T
(2.8)

or in terms of electromotive force, Eemf

Eemf = S∇T (2.9)

And if the electrical current density can be represented as[29]

j = σEemf + TL(−∇T ) (2.10)

where L equals

L = −π
2

3e
k2
BTσ

′ (2.11)

and σ prime indicating the derivative with respect to energy. When negligible cur-

rent is produced, j = 0, equation 2.10 can be substituted into 2.9 and the ther-

mopower can be determined to be

S = −π
2

3

k2
BT

e

σ′(EF )

σ(EF )
(2.12)
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Equation 2.12 is Mott's semiclassical theory for determining thermopower in bulk

materials where EF is the Fermi level.[30] Generally, electrons and phonons are major

contributions to thermopower. At ambient temperatures of metals, the phonon

drag is insigni�cant. Phonon drag happens as any temperature gradient will cause

heat transport via phonons, the electrical current will always transfer some of its

momentum to the lattice vibrations and `drag' them as it travels.

In contrast, although similar to Mott's semiclassical formula, the Seebeck coe�cient

is de�ned in terms of transmission functions. For example, in molecular junctions,

the phonon contribution becomes negligible, and therefore analysis of the Seebeck

can be related to the Landauer formula S can be expressed as [31]

S =
1

eT

∫∞
−∞(E − EF )T (E)[δf(E, T )/δE]dE∫∞

−∞ T (E)[δf(E, T )/δE]
(2.13)

Hence, it is evident from the above equation that to obtain signi�cant thermopower

E 6= EF . Thus, at low temperatures

S = −π
2

3

k2
BT

e

T ′(EF )

T (EF )
(2.14)

where T ′ indicates derivative with respect to energy. The �nal term in equation 2.14,

T ′(EF )/T (EF ), determines the sign of Seebeck which can be used to characterise

the material as p-type (electron holes) or n-type (electrons) semiconductors. The

reason for this is due to the di�usion of charge carriers towards the cold junction until

compensating voltage is produced being the main contributor in the Seebeck e�ect.

Most conductors, however, contain both hole-like and electron-like behaviours and

thus, negative values of Seebeck indicate the predominant carrier in the material,

where n-type materials show a negative Seebeck and positive values are p-type.

2.2.3 The Figure of Merit

The Seebeck e�ect can be exploited in applications such as thermoelectric generators.

The e�ciency of such devices can be determined with the dimensionless �gure of

merit, ZT . The �gure of merit spurred innovation in the design and fabrication in
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Heat Sink T2

Heat Source T1

Load RL

n-type p-type

- +

Figure 3: Diagram of a simple thermoelectric generator composed of electrically
connected (grey bars) n-type and p-type semiconductors connected to a heat source
T1 and a heat sink T2. The electrons in the n-type material and the holes in the
p-type material �ow towards the heat sink. The dashed line represents the direction
of the current �ow.

optimising thermoelectrics, by achieving a high ratio of electrical conductivity to

thermal conductivity.

The most simple example to show this can be constructed using a p-type and an n-

type material, for example in Figure 3 creating a thermocouple. The two conductors

are connected to an resistive load, RL.

RL, determined by the electrical power generated from the semiconductors, directly

relates to how e�cient the generator is. E�ciency is the ratio of the power output

compared the rate of heat leaving the source.[32] So, the current through the junction

becomes:

I =
(Sp − Sn)(T1 − T2)

Rp +Rn +RL

(2.15)

where the total thermopower equals (Sp − Sn)(T1 − T2). Sp and Sn are the Seebeck

coe�cients of each material and Rp and Rn is the resistance of the corresponding

semiconductors. (T1) and (T2) correspond to the hot and cold temperature, respec-

tively. Therefore the power w that reaches the load can be expressed as[18]
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w = I2RL =

[
(Sp − Sn)(T1 − T2)

Rp +Rn +RL

]2

RL (2.16)

As the thermoelectric e�ect is a competitive process, the temperature gradient needs

maintaining to sustain generation of the potential di�erence. The Peltier e�ect, is

the opposite of the Seebeck e�ect and therefore will reduce the temperature gradient.

Some of the heat from the source will then take part in balancing the Peltier e�ect,

therefore total heat �ow q can be described if the Peltier rate Qpeltier = (Sp−Sn)/TH

and heat �ow Qh = (κp + κn)(TH − TC) is taken into account

q =
(Sp − Sn)

T1

+ (Kp +Kn)(T1 − T2) (2.17)

Here, Kp,n is the thermal conductance of the corresponding branch.

The e�ciency of the system is then equal to the power divided by the total heat

�ow w/q. The maximum value is achieved when maximising w with respect to q,

and so the ratio can be expressed as[33]

RL

Rp +Rn

=
√

1 + ZTm (2.18)

where Z is de�ned as

Z =
(Sp − Sn)2

(Kp +Kn)(Rp +Rn)
=
σS2

κ
(2.19)

This leads to the well known �gure of merit, ZT

ZT =
S2σT

κ
=

GS2T

κe + κph
(2.20)

where G is the electrical conductance. Here, it is important to note that κ can be

split into two terms: κe and κph arising from the thermal conductivity of the carriers

and phonons, respectively.[20].

Therefore ZT is heavily dependent on the Seebeck coe�cient if the material satis-
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�es the Wiedemann-Franz law, in which the electrical conductance is proportional

to temperature L0T = κe/G, and so in molecular junctions ZT can be shown to

be

ZT =
GS2T

κe + κph
=

GS2T

Ke

(
1 +

κph
κe

) =
S2

L0

(
1 +

κph
κe

) (2.21)

In the most ideal situation, κph will be negligible and e�ects of thermal conductivity

will mostly be from electrons as in the case with metals.[20]

One option is to minimise the value of the thermal conductivity of the lattice.

Another option is to make the thermal conductivity of the carriers so large that the

κl becomes insigni�cant.

The e�ciency, η, is traditionally written as a function of ZT of the material[34]:

η =

(
Thot − Tcold

Thot

) √
1 + ZTm − 1

√
1 + ZTm +

(
Tcold
Thot

)
 (2.22)

The term
(Th − Tc)

Th
can be expressed as the Carnot e�ciency, and if thermoelectric

e�ects were reversible η would be at the Carnot limit η = Tc/∆T . As a result to

generate signi�cant energy conversion a large temperature di�erence is necessary

(Figure 1). However in thin �lms this would be hard to achieve unlike many of the

industrial TE generators today which temperature di�erences can be 1000°C (for

example, in Figure 1).[35]

Figure 4 shows a general trend between the e�ciency of a TE device against the

di�erence in temperature. Comparing current TE with a ZT of 3, working with

1000°C di�erence in temperature, the graph shows that the e�ciency predicted is

around ∼27%. To get the similar values of e�ciency in ambient temperatures, the

ZT achieved would need to reach ∼30.
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Figure 4: E�ciency of TE as a percentage with respect to the temperature di�erence,
where TC = 300 K. Shown here are examples of materials with ZT values of 1, 2, 3, 5
and 10. As the ZT of the material increases, the e�ciency calculated also increases.
Graph from [35].

2.3 Thermoelectricity at Di�erent Scale Lengths

2.3.1 Bulk

The discovery of thermoelectricity has not been fully used to its advantage, as ob-

taining a high ZT proved challenging and slowed the rate of progress in the �eld.

Almost 70 years after the discovery of the Seebeck e�ect, thermoelectrics composed

of PbTe and Bi2TE3 were fabricated.[36]. Bi2Te3 is commercially available and bears

a Seebeck coe�cient of ∼230 µV/K.[37] The ZT values of bismuth and tellurium at

room temperatures are both below 1.0, by alloying the two together carrier concen-

trations can be modi�ed causing a decline in lattice thermal conduction. Adjusting

the concentrations of the two di�erent metals can also tune the Seebeck coe�cient

as desired. For example in Bi2Te3, Bi as the n-type and Ti as the p-type, increasing

the amount of Te causes the Seebeck to drop and fall below zero becoming negative

(n-type).[38]. Another bene�t of alloys is that the defects between materials dra-

matically decreased the lattice thermal conductivity via phonon scattering without

impairing electrical transport signi�cantly.

Generally, bismuth-based alloys are regarded as low temperature thermoelectrics,

operating at temperatures around 450 K. The intermediate range is around 850 K
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Figure 5: Figure of merit (ZT) of common bulk materials against temperature.
Most of the materials shown with high performance fabricated from nanostructured
engineering. Graph from [39].

and based on PbTe where the Z value is signi�cantly lower. In high temperature

working materials are fabricated from SiGe alloys are employed at temperatures up

to 1300 K.

In addition to alloying, it is possible to increase ZT by purposely introducing defects

into the crystal lattice. For example, doping a semiconductor brings the carrier

concentration to an optimum also causing phonons to scatter - lowering the κl.

Typically, the average maximum ZT of TE materials made from Bi2Te3 or PbTe-

SrTe alloys are between 1 and 2.5. In terms of e�ciency, the minimum ZT value

to aim for is ∼3 to even be compared to other similar types of technology.[1] By

looking at the equation it is clear that to obtain a large ZT value is it desirable

to have a low thermal conductivity whilst on the contrary, achieve large electrical

conductivity.

Inorganic materials are commonly found in TE devices, however, to achieve su�cient

values of energy conversion in ambient conditions, materials such as Bi2Te3 or PbTe-

SrTe alloys do not possess a high enough ZT value. Hence, the focus in TE is

now towards organic materials and they are showing promising results. As the

miniaturisation of silicon-based devices reaches its limit via `top-down' methods
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(lithography), various techniques have been explored in order to continue the trend

from the `bottom-up'. By studying single molecules and manipulating the chemical

structure, the properties can be tuned by exploiting the quantum interference and in

turn utilising them for the fabrication of thin �lms. In addition to their applications

to TE, the methods and results can provide the fundamental science to reconstruct

devices in a di�erent way.[40]

2.3.2 Nanoscale

It has been observed and theorised that by reducing thermoelectrics down to the

nanoscale, the lattice thermal conductivity kl decreases due to phonon scattering at

each interface and surface, all whilst avoiding a high loss of electron mobility µ.[29]

Therefore, nanostructured materials are highly favoured to optimise the �gure of

merit of thermoelectrics. One of the main challenges of nanoscale applications is

that it does not always work well when applied to macro devices and the technology

to do so is expensive.[41]

Another reason we expect low-dimensional devices to provide higher values of ZT

is due to size-quantisation e�ects increasing the Seebeck coe�cient.[42] This can be

explained using Mott's formula. The Seebeck coe�cient can be de�ned as

S =
kB
e

1

σ

∫ ∞
0

σ(E)

(
E − EF
kBT

)(
δf(E)

δE

)
dE (2.23)

which can be combined with a Lorentzian transmission function in equation, T (E),

at its most simpli�ed form gives:

S =
π2

3

k2
BT

e

(
d(lnT (E))

dE

) ∣∣∣∣
E=EF

(2.24)

Equation 2.24[29] is very similar to its counterpart for bulk materials, equation 2.23,

the Landauer formula (derived in Section 2.2.2). Equation 2.24 is used to determine

seebeck coe�cients between molecular junctions where the transmission function is

known. However, it is important to note that this approximation proves useful only

when the system is at low temperatures and when the di�erences in T (E) is minute,
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away from its transition resonances.[43] This highlights the desire for steeper slopes

of lnT (E) close to E = EF which in turn enhances the Seebeck coe�cient.

Typically, organic semiconductors have a relatively low power factor S2σ in compar-

ison to their inorganic counterparts and so, the potential for organic semiconductors

has not been fully explored.[44] Although this is the case, conducting polymers

can have interestingly low thermal conductivities similar to inorganic and organic

amorphous materials.[45] Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) derivates (PEDOT) are

a popular choice of polymer for investigation due to their environmental stability

and their range in conductivities.

An example of the wide range of PEDOTs, PEDOT doped with polystyrene sulfonate

(PEDOT:PSS) produces a ZT value of 1.75 × 10−3, which lies approximately a

factor of a thousand times smaller than Bi2Te3 alloys.[46] Bubnova et al. replaced

PSS with small tosylate (TOS) anions and found an increase of the ZT value to be

0.25 at room temperature.[44] The power factor was optimised by manipulating the

oxidation levels giving a Seebeck coe�cient reaching 40 µVK-1 with an oxidation

level of 36%. As the oxidation level reaches its lowest value ∼15%, the Seebeck

coe�cient peaks at 780 µVK-1.

2.3.3 Molecular Junctions

As more and more research is being done with organic thin �lms, understanding

these devices at a molecular level is important. To do this theoretical simulations

can be performed on molecular junctions to theorise the Seebeck and conductivities

of �lms. These junctions are at the maximum level of miniaturisation where a

molecule is trapped in between two bulk electrodes. To tailor molecular devices for

desired properties, quantum interference (QI) e�ects can be exploited and therefore

improve electrical and thermoelectrical abilities.

To obtain more information on electronic transport in molecular junctions, the mea-

surement of thermopower can be used to estimate the position of the Fermi energy

relative to the HOMO and LUMO. For example in Figure 6.

The transmission function of a simple two-level model where the transmission func-

tion contains two peaks[31, 47]
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Figure 6: Transmission function computed from equation 2.25. The parameters used
were υ1 = 7 eV and υ2 = -3 eV (black dashed lines). The Blue dashed line shows the
transmission function when ΓL and ΓR = 100 meV. When ΓL and ΓR = 30 meV the
T (E) is represented by the solid black line. (b) The corresponding thermopower,
calculated with equations 2.25 and 2.24. Graph from [31]

T (E) =
2∑
i=1

4ΓLΓR
(E − υi)2 + (ΓL + ΓR)2

(2.25)

where Ei is the energy of the two levels, ΓL,R are the broadenings of the left and the

right contacts. To simplify things, the broadenings are the same for both, usually

corresponding to the HOMO and LUMO of organic molecules. In situations like

this, it is typical to �nd the Fermi energy, EF , between the two peaks. In molecular

junctions, the thermopower can either be negative or positive by whether the EF is

closer in energy to the HOMO or LUMO. If it is closer to the HOMO, thermopower is

positive and related to p-type/hole-dominated transport. On the other hand, if EF is

closer to the LUMO, then thermopower will be negative and transport is dominated

by electrons and considered an n-type. If the Fermi energy lies close to the middle,

the thermopower can be plotted as in Figure 6. Therefore by selecting the positions

of Γ and the energy levels Ei, the thermopower can be maximised.[48]

Molecules are attached to electrodes either via covalent bonds or intermolecular in-

teractions and one of the most attractive properties of molecules is their low thermal

conductivity. To attach molecules to a surface or an electrode, they are typically

terminated with `anchor groups' such as thiols, pyridines, amines and carbon groups
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Figure 7: (a) Chemical structure of BDT, DBDT and TBDT (b) Plot of measured
Seebeck coe�cients

that can bind to the source and drain electrodes.[49]

The �rst reporting of thermopower in single molecular junctions was performed

by Reddy et al in 2007[50]. By using a variation of scanning tunnel microscopy

(STM) they were able to create a break junction and determined the Seebeck co-

e�cients of 1,4-benzenedithiol (BDT) and 4,4'-dibenzenedithiol (DBDT) and 4,4�-

tribenzenedithiol (TBDT) to be +8.7 ± 2.1 µ V/K, +12.9 ± 2.2 µ V/K and +14.2

± 3.2 µ V/K. The results are shown in Figure 7.

Although the results showed a slight trend in Seebeck as a function of length in

which the Seebeck coe�cient increases as the length increases, this is not true for all

cases. Extensive research has been done on the dependence on the length of various

anchor groups. Malen et al.[51] showed that the thermopower containing phenyl

rings had a linear trend with respect to length whereas molecules with an alkane

backbone had the opposite e�ect (Figure 8).

Despite theory showing high expectations of molecular junctions, the main challenge

is to experimentally show large values of ZT . Further explorations into developing

di�erent fabrication methods and potentially even advancement of measurement

techniques are needed to successfully observe the thermoelectric limits of molecular

junctions.
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Figure 8: Plot of Seebeck coe�cient as a function of molecular length. Chemi-
cal structure of the corresponding phenylenedithiols, phenylenediamines and alka-
nedithiols. Figure from [51]

2.4 Electronic Transport

2.4.1 Classical Transport

Electrical conduction in the macroscopic scale follows Ohm's law.[52] This shows

that the current I is proportional to the voltage V and inversely proportional to its

resistance R. The inverse of R can be replaced with G which describes conductance

of a material. As the cross-sectional area A increases and its length L decreases the

value of its conductance will also increase taking into account the conductivity, σ,

which is a material property.

V = IR (2.26)

G = σ
A

L
(2.27)

Whilst Ohm's law satis�es transport in the macroscopic regime, it cannot be used

to describe devices in the nanoscale. Thus, when the dimensions of a system is

larger than the Fermi wavelength i.e. the de Broglie wavelength of electrons close

to the Fermi level, a new approach is needed to derive the conductance for such

scales.

It is important to note that junctions the size of a few nanometers or less will

be in the ballistic region where the free mean path is smaller than the length of
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sample.

2.4.2 Quantum Transport

As classical theory no longer correctly describes transport at the nanoscale, another

theory has to be implemented. The Landauer formula is currently the most pop-

ularised approach used in nanoelectronics to describe conductance.[53] This theory

assumes that if there is an insigni�cant e�ect inelastic interactions then the transport

can be treated as a scattering problem.

In an experiment of a nanoscale device, the typical set up includes the sample

linked to two macroscopic electrodes. The electrodes become reservoirs of electrons

with speci�c temperature and chemical potential, µ. The scattering here would be

elastic until the electrons reach the electrodes and the phase coherence is preserved

throughout the sample. This approach can then be used to show the relationship of

a sample between its electronic transport properties and its transmission as well as

its probability of re�ection as it travels from one electrode to the other.

Firstly, let us consider a one-dimensional set-up, for example in Figure 9(a) where

the sample is contacted by macroscopic electrodes on either side. The potential

barrier of this system is depicted in Figure 9(b). If we then take an electron as

a plane wave, eikx, (where k is a continuous variable of the wave number or wave

vector), travelling from the left side, I, of the barrier, the probability of the partially

re�ected wave will have an amplitude of r, and the probability of the partially

transmitted wave at III will have an amplitude of t, the probability that an electron

will be transmitted will be T (k) = |t|2.[31] From this, the electrical current density

of this electron Jk can be described by the expression

Jk =
h̄

2mi

[
ψ∗(x)

dψ

dx
− ψ(x)

dψ∗

dx

]
=
e

L
υ(k)T (k) (2.28)

where L is the length of material, e is the electronic charge and υ(k) = h̄k
m

represents

the group velocity of electrons. h̄ is the reduced Plancks constant, and mi is the

e�ective mass of the electron in the linear chain. ψ(x) denotes the wave function

ψ∗(x) is the complex conjugation of the wave function. Full derivation of this equa-
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: (a) Visual representation of quantum transport in the one-dimensional
set-up and (b) rectangular potential barrier. [31]

tion can be found in Kittel, Solid State Physics, however for the purpose of this

work, full derivation has not been noted.[Kittel1976]

As the system doesn't take into account e�ects from inelastic scattering, the current

is preserved no matter where it is evaluated.

In any sort of solid state device, the current produced is from a sum of more than

one electron, k, and therefore needs to be taken into account. Furthermore, due to

the Pauli exclusion principle another factor has to be considered: fL(k)[1− fR(k)],

where fL and fR are the Fermi-Dirac distributions of the left and right electrodes.

This term e�ectively includes only the �lled states from the left L electrode and

empty states in the right R electrode in the current calculation.

JL→R =
e

L

∑
k

υ(k)T (k)fL(k)[1− fR(k)] (2.29)

With equation 2.29, the summation can be converted into an integral if 1
L

∑
k υ(k) =

1
2π

∫
υ(k)dk resulting in

JL→R =
e

2π

∫
υ(k)T (k)fL(k)[1− fR(k)] (2.30)

By introducing the density of states and converting variable k into energy E, the

current can now be determined as

JL→R =
e

h

∫
dET (E)fL(E)[1− fR(E)] (2.31)

and vice versa from right reservoir to left
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JR→L =
e

h

∫
dET (E)fR(E)[1− fL(E)] (2.32)

where h is Planck's constant T (E) represents the transmission function of electrons

passing through the molecule from one electrode to the other. The total net current

can therefore be expressed as what is known as the Landauer formula[40]:

I =

(
2e

h

)∫ −∞
∞

dET (E)[fL − fR] (2.33)

The factor of 2 has been added to due to spin degeneration.

f left/right =
[
e(E−EF

left/right)/kBT + 1
]
-1 (2.34)

where EF in the Fermi energy or can also be denoted as µ which represents the

chemical potential.

From equation 2.33, it is apparent that the net current depends on the di�erence

between the two distributions. At zero temperature EF left and EF right can be de�ned

as EF left = EF + eV
2

and EF right = EF − eV
2
. By averaging T(E) around the Fermi

energy with a width equal to eV, the Landauer formula can be simpli�ed to give the

electrical conductance when the bias voltage is low[54]

G =
I

V
= G0T (EF ) =

(
2e2

h

)
T (EF ) (2.35)

The term 2e2

h
is also known as the quantum of conductance and can be denoted as

G0.

G0 =
2e2

h
= 77.48µS (2.36)

This is a fundamental value in quantum nanostructures as the conductance becomes

independent from the length and quantised, characterising the ballistic regime.

Despite the scattering approach being widely accepted and used, it comes with some
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limitations. The formalism does not calculate actual transmission of an atomic

contact or molecular junction, however predictions can be made using various other

combined techniques such as random matrix theory. The second disadvantage to

the Landauer formula is that it is assumed that inelastic scattering can be ignored.

A method of overcoming this involves more advanced theories, for example, Green's

function. [31]

Quantum transport in molecular junctions

The energy levels of a molecule come from its molecular orbitals and are discrete,

unlike bulk materials where the energy bands are continuous. The HOMO of a

molecular junction is analogous to a semiconductor's valence band whereas the low-

est unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is representative of the lower level of a

conduction band.[54] Electrons begin to �ll the band with the lowest energy up and

to the HOMO. The HOMO or the LUMO govern the charge transport of a molecule

depending on which orbital lies closer to the fermi energy of the electrode. These

discrete energy levels become a continuous band similar to bulk materials when the

molecule is connected to two leads on either end.

Quantum interference (QI) in closed systems i.e. isolated molecules, is not the same

as QI in open systems whereby the molecules are connected to electrodes. In a closed

system, only constructive QI creates molecular orbitals and a �nite energy spectrum

whereas in an open system, the electrons form an in�nite energy spectrum as they

�ow through the molecule, in other words, the energy states become similar to those

of bulk materials. Here, it is signi�cant to know what the transmission coe�cient

T (E) of the molecule is.[40] The transmission coe�cient can be both constructive

and destructive, representing the probability of the de Broglie waves of energy en-

tering the molecule. If a molecule has atomic orbitals which emit de Broglie waves

at a certain position i the amplitude of the wave at a di�erent atomic orbital in the

molecule, j will either be at an antinode or a node. If at position j it coincides with

an antinode of the de Broglie wave, then it is said to be constructive interference. If,

however, position j is where a node is found then destructive interference occurs. If

destructive interference happens in a molecule then the transmission coe�cient T (E)

will disappear. If at position j it coincides with an antinode of the de Broglie wave,
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Figure 10: A diagram representing the HOMO (left) and LUMO (right) of pyrene.
Regions with positive amplitude and shown in red and regions with negative am-
plitude is in blue. Both HOMO and LUMO show areas of high amplitudes on, for
example, atoms r5 and r8 and low amplitude on atoms r2. HOMO-1 represents the
energy level 1 below the HOMO and LUMO+1 is the energy band corresponding to
the energy level 1 above the LUMO (2 corresponds to the 2 levels).[49]

then it is said to be constructive interference. If, however, position j is where a node

is found then destructive interference occurs. If destructive interference happens in

a molecule then the transmission coe�cient T (E) will disappear.

When working with single molecules it is important to understand some basics of

quantum interference. When an aromatic molecule is weakly coupled to its elec-

trodes, for example, a pyrene molecule containing acetylene anchor groups, the QI

properties of the molecule remain present. On the other hand, if the molecule is

strongly coupled to the electrodes without the presence of anchor groups, the char-

acteristics are lost and calculating the transmission coe�cient becomes much more

complex.[49] By preserving the identity of the molecule, it is possible to use its molec-

ular orbitals to predict its electrical conductance and transport properties.

As an example, in a closed system (Figure 10), we imagine a weakly coupled pyrene

molecule to only contain one MO denoted as ψH(r), then the electrical conduc-

tance σii′ will be proportional to these orbitals multiplied together, ψH(ri)ψ
H(ri′′)

if the current enters at position ri and leaves at ri′′. Thus, the connectivity of an-

chor groups should be attached to the atoms with amplitudes of signi�cant sizes to

generate a large conductance. In the case of pyrene, to obtain high electrical con-

ductance, the anchor groups could potentially be attached to atoms r5 and r8. If the
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c

Figure 11: (a) Chemical structure of para and meta-oriented diphenyl benzene,
where I represents the points connected to external leads. (b) Fermi energy levels
moving relative to HOMO/LUMO before and after applying a gate voltage eVg and
c) transmission function of molecular energy levels and Fermi level, where construc-
tive interference in shown in black and destructive interference is in blue. Image
from [58].

current enters through r2 via the anchor group and exits at r9 then the conductance

produced will be fairly low.

Breit-Wigner[55], Fano[56] and Mach-Zehnder[57] are three types of resonances that

are signi�cant in single molecules arising from QI.[40] In short, Breit-Wigner res-

onance occurs when the backbone of a molecule resonates with the energy of an

electron passing from one end of the molecule to the other and can be destruc-

tive or constructive; Fano resonance is an example of destructive interference where

the energy of an electron traversing the molecule interferes with the energy on a

pendant; and Mach-Zehnder resonance occurs when partial de Broglie Waves of

energy travel di�erent paths along the backbone of a molecule and interfere con-

structively.[40]

QI can alter the conductance of a molecule by a�ecting the transmission function.

As an example, if diphenyl benzene is being studied using STM as a single molecule,

when applying a bias voltage, the Fermi levels of the tip and the electrode move

in proportion to the HOMO and the LUMO of the molecule (Figure 11).[58] Fig-

ure 11(c) shows the position of the molecular energy level after the shift, where

the blue represents meta-orientated diphenyl benzene and black corresponds to

para-orientated diphenyl benzene. Meta shows a clear anti-resonance between the
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HOMO-LUMO gap where the transmission drops as E − EF becomes zero. The

para-orientated molecule displays no anti-resonance; therefore, the transmission is

less dependent on energy. By determining the type of QI occurring within the

molecule, insights into the transmission function can be obtained.

2.5 Principles of Molecular Design

As mentioned in the previous section, the objective of thermoelectric materials is

to produce highly electrically conductive molecules, enough to limit the thermal

consequences of phonic transport. As such, extensive research has been done to

discover the theory behind which designs are most suitable for this.

Length

Molecular wires (molecular chains which are capable of conducting electric current)

fall into two distinctions: saturated and conjugated. With large HOMO-LUMO

gaps, saturated compounds tend to be fairly poor at conduction.[59] Experiments

have shown as the length of the wire increases the conductance G decreases expo-

nentially (Figure 12) and can be expressed as:

G = Aexp(−βL) (2.37)

where A is a constant, β is the factor of decay, representing the e�ciency of elec-

tron transport and L is the length.[60] This has also been the case for peptide

chains.[61]

Although this is the general trend of saturated wires, it can be di�cult to compare

results due to the complexity of the measurements. Experimentation is done either

with a singular molecular junction or typically with a molecular layer, however even

with single molecular experiments, molecule-electrode contact is not always the same

producing two or more conductances per molecule.[62]

Much research has been carried out on the impact on conductance by varying molec-

ular lengths showing the conductance decreasing as length increases.[63, 64, 65, 59,

66] As brie�y mentioned in the previous section, the e�ect on thermoelectricity
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Figure 12: Conductance G of saturated (oligopeptide and alkane) and conjugated
(carotenoid) molecules with varying lengths between 10-40 . Each system shows the
conductance decreasing exponentially as the length increases with a change in the
gradient.[59]

(a)

(b)

Figure 13: (a) Measured thermoelectric voltages for corresponding molecules and
(b) chemical structures of examined molecules where X represents sulphur. Mea-
surements and graphs carried out by Tan et al. shows that as additional phenyl
rings are added to the molecular structure the thermopower increases.[67]

changes depending on the delocalisation within the chain. Tan et al. have exper-

imentally and theoretically shown with increasing π-systems within the chain, the

Seebeck coe�cient increases.[67] Where some of their key results are shown in Fig-

ure 13. However, alkane chains display a decrease in the Seebeck coe�cient as chain

length increases, much like its conductance. π-systems appear to have no e�ect on

the trend of conductance. They will show a decreasing trend.[68, 69]

Quantum Interference

This section will now focus on the importance of quantum interference on conduc-

tance and thermopower in single molecular junctions. Compared to saturated hydro-

carbons, conjugated molecules have delocalised π-systems with a smaller HOMO-
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LUMO gap and theoretically should be more e�cient at charge transport. Where

the main transport mechanism in saturated molecules is thought to be tunnelling,

in conjugated molecules charge is transported via hopping.[59] Hopping mechanism

o�ers an advantage over tunnelling as it is less dependent on the molecular length

and also occurs when molecule length exceeds ∼4 nm.[70]

Another common method of manipulating charge transport asides from varying

molecular lengths is to manipulate QI within molecules containing multiple path-

ways. In the simplest term, ring structures contain two branches and therefore if

electron waves propagate through either side, they can interfere constructively result-

ing in enhanced conductance or destructively, minimising its conductance. Because

of the ability to modify molecular orbitals by manipulating chemical structure, it

should be possible to adjust conductance. Theoretically, a molecule with two con-

duction pathways should show higher conductance when compared with a similar

molecule with only one pathway - similar to having parallel resistors. Unlike two

resistors in parallel, the constructive interference could increase four times as much

or even more.[71] This occurs for molecules in an open system where either side of

the molecule is connected to macroscopic leads. In situations where the system is

closed and the molecule is isolated, constructive QI forms molecular orbitals and a

discrete energy spectrum can be found by solving the Schrodinger equation. Colin

Lambert's review in 2015 goes into more depth about this derivation.[40]

Now considering open systems, it is important to note that there are two di�erent

types of conjugation, linear conjugation and cross conjugation. Cross conjugation

can be de�ned as a molecule containing three π-bonds and only two are able to

interact with each other, as opposed to linear conjugation where all double bonds

can interact, these two types are illustrated in Figure 14.

By looking at the type of conjugation, the type of interference can then be de-

termined which will a�ect its electrical properties. Guedon et al. showed this

experimentally with molecules from Figure 14.[72] They discovered the conductance

di�erence between AQ-DT and AC-DT were almost two orders of magnitude apart,

AC-DT being of higher conductance. This can be explained through density func-

tional theory (DFT), the calculations on the transmission functions in the molecular
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Figure 14: Chemical structures of cross conjugated and linearly conjugated
molecules studied by Guedon et al.[72]

junctions leading to expectations of its conductance through the Landauer formula.

Three molecules were run: AQ-DT, AQ-MT and AC-DT. AQ-DT and AQ-MT (cross

conjugated) exhibited a large trough between the HOMO and LUMO levels as seen

in Figure 15. This dip is known as `anti-resonance' or the result of `destructive'

interference and the peaks, a typical feature of molecular junctions is the orbital en-

ergies where resonance tunnelling occurs.[73] This has been supported by Solomon

et al.'s research from 2008.[74, 75]

By altering the type of connections on a ring, for instance, putting chains in the

ortho, para or meta position, we can now predict the QI.

Phonon-suppressing

Although manipulating chemical structures of open systems can contribute to high

conductances, when considering thermoelectricity and �gure of merits, suppressing

a molecule's phonon transport becomes very important. Bürkle et al. presented

a theoretical study on [2,2]paracyclophane derivates to show that high phononic

contribution severely suppresses ZT.[76, 77] Supporting this, Sadeghi et al. studied

transport properties of oligoyne and alkanes and found as the length of oligoynes

increase, the thermal conductance decreases whereas the opposite is observed when

increasing alkane length.[78] Phononic transport calculations are shown in Figure

16.

Losego et al. investigated interfacial thermal conductances using molecules with

varying covalent characteristics which showed that as the covalent character in-

creases the thermal conductance also increases compared to structures with more
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Figure 15: (a) Transmission function of AC-DT, AQ-DT and AQ-MT, where
molecule AC-DT is linearly conjugated, and AQ-DT and AQ-MT are cross-
conjugated. Vertical bars represent HOMO and LUMO. (b), (d) Molecular orbitals
of AC-DT and AQ-DT respectively. (c) Transmission function showing the two
pathways possible for AQ-DT and its added transmission probability.[72]

Figure 16: Phononic transport of alkanes (left) and oligoynes (right) where the
di�erent colour lines represent the length. Blue - N=1, orange - N=2, yellow - N=4,
purple - N=8. Figure from [78].
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Figure 17: Thermal conductance of increasing covalent bonds in self-assembled
structures. Covalent character was increased in these systems by increasing the
methyl:thiol anchor group ratios, which in turn increased the conductance.[79]

van der Waals (vdW) features, represented by Figure 17.[79]

These �ndings combined allowed further experimentation by Li et al. into optimising

methods in suppressing phonon transport.[80] They found by stacking π-systems, the

thermal conductance drops around 95% compared to a covalently bonded molecular

junction.[81] Their �ndings are presented in Figure 18. With a single molecule, it

can be seen that the phonon conductance from longitudinal mode (x) and out-of-

plane (z) direction contribute much more than in the y plane (in-plane longitudinal

mode). When introducing π-stacks the thermal transport becomes dominated by

the z channel and for the PA system, contributions from x and y are almost zero.

However when comparing the junctions with each other, the thermal conductances

for C1 drop from ∼150 pW/K to ∼6 pW/K for CC11 and CC13.

Anchor Groups

One method of trying to achieve the correct and consistent contacts when perform-

ing measurements is the use of anchor groups. Switching out anchor groups in

preference for others can alter the energy positions of the HOMO and LUMO of

the molecule with respect to the EF of the electrode due to its donor or acceptor

characteristics.[82]

Contact points between the molecule and electrode a�ect the charge transport prop-

erties of the junction largely attributed to their di�erent coupling strengths. Most
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(a)

(b)

Figure 18: (a) Chemical structures of the molecular junctions studied. (b) Corre-
sponding phononic thermal conductance of each junction in the same order. Findings
from Li et al.[80]

commonly found anchor groups include amino (-NH2), pyridyl (-PY) and thiol (-

SH), just to name a few. The �rst and most extensively researched anchor group to

Au is thiol as it binds to gold extremely well forming strong covalent Au-S bonds.[83,

84, 85, 86, 67, 50] Although nitrogen-terminated groups bind to gold weakly in com-

parison there is also a number of experimentation and research on it.[84, 87, 88,

12]

Chen et al. investigated aliphatic molecular wires with three di�erent terminal

groups -COOH, -SH and -NH2, the results showed that the thiol terminated group

exhibited the largest conductance, followed by amine then carboxylic acid (shown in

Figure 19).[88] They also determined that the prefactor constant A, a representation

of contact resistance, relies upon the anchoring group whereas the decay constant

is less dependent on anchoring groups.[88] These �ndings are also in line with ex-

perimentation carried out by Hong et al. who studied the molecular conductance

of Tolanes.[84] The contact resistance appears to be related to the binding energy

of gold and contact atom, for example, Au-S (-SH) has a bond strength of ∼1.73

eV, Au-N (NH2) ∼0.35 eV and for Au-O (-COOH) ∼0.087 eV. Au-O ranks lowest

as the binding nature of Au-O is thought to be from ionic and coordination inter-

actions.[89, 85] Therefore, molecules with COOH anchor groups shows the lowest

conductance values.
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Figure 19: Logarithmic plots of singular molecule conductance decreasing as the
length increases. Orange dataset shows molecules with sulphur anchor groups with
the highest G0 value, following this pyridyl anchors (blue) and COOH anchors at
the lowest.[35]

Deciding on the anchor groups for desired conductance is important as we have

seen, therefore it makes sense the anchor group will also a�ect its thermoelectric

properties. Widawsky et al. experimented with pyridyl- and amine-terminated

molecules.[90] Through their experimental �ndings, they deduced that amine an-

chors show a positive Seebeck whereas, pyridine anchors show a negative Seebeck

coe�cient. Using DFT modelling, the reason for the opposing Seebeck signs comes

from where the transmission functions lie in relation to the fermi level EF . Addition-

ally, found that when the Seebeck was negative (pyridyl groups) the transmission

function originates from a LUMO-derived peak (Figure 20).
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Figure 20: Histograms of Seebeck coe�cients of all molecules experimented with by
Widawsky et al. with Gaussian �t. The molecules with amine anchor groups show
a positive thermopower (hole-dominated transport) whilst molecules with pyridyl
anchor groups display a negative thermopower (electron-dominated transport).[91,
90]
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Chapter 3

Molecular Assembly

3.1 Molecular Forces

The interaction between anchor groups and surfaces is very important as they control

the attraction of the molecules to the substrate. Although not all molecules will

contain speci�c functional groups the main forces which hold them together are

described below.

3.1.1 Intramolecular Forces

Covalent bonding

Covalent bonding occurs when one or more valence electrons of atoms are shared

between the positively charged nuclei. Figure 21 shows the formation of a covalent

bond in a hydrogen molecule. The electrons would be equally shared between the

two hydrogen atoms, where the majority of their time is spent between the two.

Depending on the electronegativity of the atoms, the sharing does not have to be

equal (electrons will orbit the more electronegative counterpart). The result of

this bond formation is a molecule. Covalent bonds formed will complete an atom's

subshell and combined, the potential energy will see a decrease as the formation of

a bond is more stable and in turn, energetically favourable.

Atoms are able to form covalent bonds depending on the number of valence electrons

they have and are typically short-range forces ∼0.1-0.2 nm.[92] One of the important
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Figure 21: Visual representation of how valence electrons would orbit a H2 molecule.
Diagram from [93]

characteristics of a covalent bond is its rotational freedom around a single bond.

Double bonds have less rotation and �exibility whereas triple bonds are even more

restrictive.

Covalent bonds are directional and have de�ned orientations in space relative to

each other. This is because in order to create a covalent bond, there must be

an overlap of atomic orbitals and this can only happen in certain arrangements.

Therefore in multivalent structures, the bonds will arrange themselves into a 3D

lattice/structure.

This is fundamental for forming self-assembled monolayers with anchor groups that

are capable of chemisorbing to a substrate. Attaching monomers onto the surface

could in turn lead to selective polymerisation with 3D directionality.

3.1.2 Intermolecular Forces

Van der Waals

Van der Waals (VdW) forces are unlike intramolecular bonds (covalent, ionic and

metallic), they are the attractive and repulsive e�ects between molecules and atoms

including neutral atoms and are relatively weak compared to intramolecular forces.

These forces can range from 10 nm to 0.2 nm.[92] The attractive force is more
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commonly referred to as dispersion forces or London dispersion forces. Dispersion

forces are the major contributor to VdW forces.

Evidently, with polarised atoms the dipole generated is clear. However, in the case

of neutral atoms, dispersion forces arise when an instantaneous dipole moment is

established due to the constant movement of electrons around the nucleus, creating

an electric �eld. This in turn polarises neighbouring non-polar atoms causing an

attractive force between the two.

The overall potential energy of two neutral atoms and their attractive and repulsion

forces can be illustrated in Figure 22. This approximation is widely known as the

Lennard-Jones potential or 6-12 potential and can be expressed mathematically

as:

E(r) = 4ε

[(σ
r

)12

−
(σ
r

)6
]

=
A

r12
− B

r6
(3.1)

where r is the distance between the centre of two atoms, σ is the distance where

E(r) = 0 and ε is the potential well depth and also indicates the strength of the

attraction. A and B are 4εσ12 and 4εσ6, respectively.

At large distances, the particles are not close enough to feel the e�ect. As the

distance between them decreases the attractive force r6, draws them together, in-

creasing the potential well. Due to the Pauli exclusion principle, at point r0 the

particles will experience repulsive forces r12.

Van der Waal forces are important for UHV assembly where the main interaction

between the surface and the molecule will typically be physisorbed.

Metal coordination

A coordination bond is a similar concept to covalent bonds however rather than

sharing electrons to satisfy their subshell, the covalent bond is formed through a

donation of a lone pair of electrons from one atom to an empty orbital of another.[94]

The centre of a coordination compound is typically a metal atom and can accept

between two to six electron pairs. The electron-donors are atoms or molecules called

ligands.
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Figure 22: (a) Force vs internuclear distance. (b) Potential energy vs internuclear
distance. r0 is the equilibrium separation also known is the bond length. When both
atoms are far apart, the attractive force dominates and as the distance decreases,
the atoms experience stronger repulsive forces. Image from [93].

First proposed by Alfred Werner, metal ions are thought to have two valencies:

primary and secondary. Primary valency refers to the oxidation state of the metal

ion and secondary corresponds to the coordination number.[95] According to his

theory, secondary valencies occupy certain positions around the metal atom where

repulsion between each ligand is at its lowest. Simple models of the geometry of two

to six ligand coordination complexes are shown in Figure 23. Although depending

on the size and species of the ligand the predicted shapes may not be accurate,

for example, four-coordination complexes are predicted to hold a tetrahedral shape.

However, it is also possible to form a square planar complex where all ligands are

found in the same plane. The most commonly found coordination numbers are four

and six.

Coordination networks formed from coordination complexes have been extensively

studied and are capable of creating pores with tuned size and shape as well as altering

chemical properties. Also known as metal-organic frameworks (MOFs).
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Figure 23: Shapes of complexes with increasing number of ligands.[94]

3.2 Self-Assembly

The process of solution self-assembly typically involves adsorbing molecules onto

the surfaces of metals as this will lower the free energy of the interface.[96] The

interaction between molecules and the surface can alter the interfacial properties of

the metal or metal oxide. For example, it may decrease the reactivity of the surface

atoms.[97]

As mentioned in previous chapters, molecules are an attractive alternative to bulk

materials with regard to their unique functional properties. The technology indus-

try faces challenges due to Moore's law, as previously mentioned. The limitations

of continuing this trend can be due to both physical constraints from conventional

miniaturisation methods such as lithography and the need for more research into the

transport mechanisms which govern these processes. Typical methods for reproduc-

ing devices with speci�c surface topology can be grouped into two main approaches:

`bottom-up' or `top-down' (Figure 24)[98].

As the name suggests `top-down' methods involve patterning a particular substrate
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Figure 24: The larger the scale the more `top-down' methods are used e.g. electron-
beam lithography, microcontact printing (from left to right). At the smaller scale,
`bottom-up' approaches are possible, shown are two electrodes connected by a carbon
nanotube, metal-organic nanoporous network of iron atoms and carbon monoxide
molecules arranged using a scanning tunnelling microscope (middle right to bottom
left). Image from [98].

or creating a structure on a substrate. Such methods include lithography, writing or

stamping. Alternatively, the intention of forming nanostructures from the `bottom-

up' allows for guidance and ordering of the assembly of the structures straight from

the atoms and molecules at the nm scale.

Molecular electronics relies upon a `bottom-up' approach where molecules assemble

in their most natural way to form the foundations for building more complex struc-

tures. Despite research into molecular electronics being around for many decades,

it is unlikely to replace its silicon-based counterparts in the near future. Part of the

challenge is �nding a way of stabilising the molecules on the substrate without inter-

fering with the electrical functionalities.[99] Although this is the case, the research

done can provide novel functionalities to further the advancement of such devices.

By observing molecular junctions, the knowledge can then be transferred and scaled

up into devices for easier application.[31]

3.2.1 Solution Self-Assembled Monolayers (SAMs)

Self-assembly is a simple way to form thin �lm molecular systems where the proper-

ties can be investigated and altered to suit one's desires. Self-assembled monolayers

(SAMs) can be prepared with ease, typically not requiring any specialist equipment.
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Figure 25: Chemical structures of anthracenes investigated by Wang et al. for
quantum interference.[104]

By submersing a substrate into a solution of an adsorbate, a uniform layer can be

chemisorbed onto the surface.

The molecules or ligands used in SAMs formation typically have an anchor group

or any chemical functional group, with an a�nity for a surface. In some cases, the

head group can have a high a�nity for the surface and will in turn replace adsorbed

molecules on the surface. There are many organic materials with di�erent binding

energies to di�erent metal surfaces. The �rst and the most widely studied class of

SAMs is the adsorption of thiols to gold because of its highly stable Au-S bond.[100,

101, 102, 103]

A recent study done by Wang et al. presented theoretical predictions of conduc-

tance on four single anthracene junctions each with di�erent connections to the

electrodes (Figure 25).[104] The authors showed that by scaling the molecular junc-

tions into SAMs, the conductance, experimentally, was in agreement with its calcu-

lations.

When considering the kinetics of self-assembly, the coverage can be compared to the

Langmuir or Avrami kinetic model.[105] Peterlinz and Georgiadis used surface plas-

mon resonance (SPR) to investigate the kinetics of a series of alkanethiol molecules

on a gold surface in ethanol.[106] They found that the SAMs formation could be

described by a sequence of distinct kinetic steps. Assuming that the rate of depo-

sition is proportional to the amount of space available on the substrate, the initial

adsorption step (within the �rst 25 minutes) can be described by two di�erent mod-

els: a di�usion-limited �rst-order Langmuir model and a second-order non-di�usion

limited model � which both show that as the mass of the molecule increases the rate

constants decrease.[107, 108, 109] As deposition time increases to 30-60 mins, the

deposition rate follows a zeroth-order model opposite to the �rst step; as the mass
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increases, the thickness of the SAMs is found to increase monotonically.

Solution self-assembly as established in this section is a suitable method to form

monolayers and although these layers are well-ordered they are not pristine. In the

formation of these SAMs, di�erent types of defects can be introduced whether from

the solvent or from oxidation.[110, 97, 111]

3.2.2 Ultra-high Vacuum (UHV) Self-Assembly

SAMs can also be formed in the gas phase. This is usually carried out in an UHV

environment, which allows for the surface of the substrate to be cleaner than with

solution SA.[112]

The deposition of molecules in UHV is highly ordered and formed by surface di�u-

sion. For molecules with anchor groups that attach to gold, for example, thiol end

groups, initially, there is a physisorption step through van der Waals forces. Once

the molecules interact with the surface a strong covalent bond forms between the

sulphur headgroup and the gold surface. In addition to adsorbates forming covalent

bonds with the surface, they can also form covalent bonds with each other.[110]

Figure 26 shows the interactions that can occur between molecules on a surface.

They can interact with the surface directly (Figure 26(a, b)) with a charged ad-

sorbate (blue circle) or if the adsorbate creates a dipole moment to the surface,

contributing to its surface distribution.[113] A similar situation will happen with

organic materials, particularly with polar groups, which interact with other organic

materials to form a pattern. In addition to covalent bonds forming, hydrogen bonds

can also form between molecules (Figure 26(d)). The last interaction to mention is

represented by Figure 26(e) where organic adsorbates can form coordination bonds

with metal atoms lying out of the plane of the surface.

These interactions can lead to nanoporous networks, given the molecules have su�-

cient thermal mobility to rearrange themselves whilst maintaining attraction to the

substrate. Grill et al. reported the �rst network formed by covalent bonding using

brominated tetraphenylporphyrin (Br4TPP) (Figure 27).[114] They demonstrated

that by heating Br4TPP, the bromine would dissociate o� of TTP leaving what was

assumed to be radicals as `building blocks' which would covalently link together
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Figure 26: Scheme of six di�erent intermolecular interactions possible on a surface.
Adsorbates are shown by a green oval. (a) Interactions between the two molecules are
governed by the substrate, (b) an absorbate is charged (shown by the blue circle)
and is able to interact with the surface, creating a dipole moment that arranges
the molecules on the surface, (c) when organic molecules contain polar groups, it
is possible for a molecule to possess a dipole (left molecule) or quadrupole (right
molecule) which allows them to arrange on the surface in speci�c forms, (d) hydrogen
bonding between the molecules, (e) organic molecules can coordinate with metal
adatoms on the substrate (pink circle) and (f) covalent bond formation on the surface
between two organic molecules. Image from [113].

Figure 27: Schematic representation of the process studied by Grill et al. Heating the
Br4TPP monolayers (bromine represented in red) activates the molecule (removal of
bromine) in order for a bond to be established between the remaining TPP molecules
resulting in a molecular network. Image from [114]

on the surface through thermal di�usion. By varying the amount of bromine on

tetraphenylporphyrin the topology of the nanostructures can also be controlled as

shown in Figure 28.

Porphyrins are well researched for many reasons including their ability to distort

their shape to conform to their environment. They are highly stable and their

nitrogen atoms within the macrocycle is ideal for the addition of metal centres e.g.

iron, cobalt or magnesium (commonly found in biological systems).[115, 116, 117,

118, 119, 120, 121]

Even without the need for covalent linking porphyrins are able to keep a highly-

ordered network through a combination of dipole-dipole interactions as well as
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Figure 28: (a-c): Chemical structures of various brominated tetraphenylporphyrin
examined by Grill et al. (d-f): Corresponding STM images taken of the single
molecule (3.5 nm scans) below. (g-i): STM images of the connected nanostructures
after activation (30 nm scans). Image reproduced from [114].
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Figure 29: (a) FePc deposited on Au(111), initially the iron centre in the deposited
FePc molecule forms a bond with the gold substrate and (b) a pyridine molecule
adsorbed onto a FePc molecule where the iron core is now bonded to the nitrogen
atom on the pyridine molecule. Image from [128].

through van der Waals interactions.[122, 123]

3.3 3D Assembly

To assemble a three-dimensional structure, the intermolecular interactions between

the layers need to be favourable. For this reason, many groups have studied multi-

layer components with metal-centred macrocyclic molecules such as porphyrins and

phthalocyanines as the high coordination number of the metals means they are able

to form multiple bonds in and out of plane. Thus, they are commonly studied in

catalysis.[124, 125, 126, 127]

This is shown in a study by Isvoranu's group where pyridine was adsorbed onto a

single layer of iron phthalocyanine (FePc) through thermal deposition.[128] Using

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy they con�rmed the coordination between the iron

centre and the nitrogen on the pyridine altering the spin states and therefore, the

magnetic properties.

The commonality between both methods of forming SAMs is that the growth of these

layers is dependent on the competition between its kinetics and thermodynamics,

with great importance on its surface chemistry.[98] Hence, the uniformity lies heavily

on the cleanliness of the surfaces which results in greater challenges when fabricating

SAMs in solution. Dust and chemical residues can hinder the quality and ability

to achieve full coverage.[129] This could result in changes to the properties studied,

mechanical[130], electrical[131] etc.

Ideally, we would now combine the two methods of forming SAMs. With UHV we

can obtain a highly-ordered bottom layer to form the foundation while combining
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the ease and the bene�ts of using solution self-assembly.
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Chapter 4

Materials and Methods

The �rst half of this chapter will discuss the preparation methods used throughout

this thesis, the two main methodologies mentioned in detail below will be solution

self-assembly and self-assembly in ultra-high vacuum (UHV), previously discussed

in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.

Following this, the important aspects of characterising thin-�lm molecular layers will

be described. Characterisation of this work will mainly be based on atomic force

microscopy, conductive probe AFM (C-AFM), Seebeck measurements adapting the

C-AFM set up and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.

4.0.1 Gold Preparation

There are many reasons why gold is a widely used substrate in SAM formation.

It is easy to obtain and the preparation methods are simple. Another important

advantage of gold is that is fairly inert and does not react with most chemicals,

therefore, making SAMs in atmospheric conditions is convenient without the need

for a clean room.[97] Other metals have been considered and can o�er di�erent

advantages such as silver and copper however each has its drawbacks. Silver has

a smaller tilt angle than gold and can produce high-quality SAMs as a result of a

smoother surface however as it is highly oxidative and toxic to cells making this

substrate unsuitable for many applications. Copper, on the other hand, can also

produce SAMs of similar quality but its main disadvantage is its reactivity with
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Film deposition
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Carrying substrate attachedBottom Si cleaved

Flat Au exposed

Figure 30: The procedure for preparing template-stripped gold for solution self-
assembly. Gold pellets are thermally evaporated onto a silicon wafer creating a
200 nm �lm of gold. A clean piece of silicon is then glued onto the gold surface
using epoxy which is then removed, revealing a �at gold surface ready for molecular
deposition. Image from [135].

oxygen and from a practical perspective makes it more di�cult to work with.[132,

133, 134]

The type of gold we used for solution prepared self-assembly is template stripped

gold, following a modi�ed procedure outlined by Wagner and Weiss (shown in Fig-

ure 30).[136, 137] Silicon wafers (5� x 5�) were ultra-sonicated in acetone, methanol

and isopropanol in series and then cleaned by oxygen plasma for 5 minutes. Imme-

diately after cleaning, Au (99.8%) was thermally evaporated onto the surface with

a thickness of 200 nm. A second wafer was cut into smaller rectangular pieces ( 0.5

× 1 cm) and cleaned as the previous sheet of silicon. After cleaning, they were

glued onto the gold using Epotek 353nd epoxy adhesive and cured at 150°C for

40 minutes. When preparing new samples, a fresh piece of gold is cleaved with a

scalpel revealing an atomically �at gold surface which is immediately immersed in

a molecular solution.

When preparing samples via thermal sublimation, the sample was made typically be

made in ultra-high vacuum environments, where the surface was cleaned by sput-

tering and annealing.[138, 139] In this research Au on mica was purchased from

Georg-Albert-PVD and underwent sputtering and annealing before molecular depo-

sition. Rectangular pieces of gold were placed on top of a small silicon piece and

clamped into a heater stage that can be slotted into the manipulation arm. A steel
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Figure 31: A simple diagram showing the heater stage used for UHV. A piece of
gold on mica is placed on top of silicon for annealing and clamped together. The
steel plate on the end is then in contact with the transfer arm for heating.

(a) (b)

Figure 32: Topography of (a) template stripped gold (1 µm scale) and (b) sputtered
and annealed gold on mica (1.5 µm scale).

plate at the end of the heater allows resistive heating to occur across the silicon, in

turn heating the Au on mica. The gold underwent ion bombardment with 1.0 keV

Ar+ ions for 30 minutes and was annealed at ∼400 K for 30 minutes. This process

was repeated twice to ensure an atomically �at surface.

In both cases, the roughness of the gold was previously checked by AFM on 3-5

random areas to ensure surface quality and was found to be consistently less than

0.1 nm. A comparison of these two methods is shown in Figure 32. The roughness

found on sputtered and annealed gold (Figure 32(a)) was typically found below

30 pm whereas template stripped gold (Figure 32(b)) showed a higher roughness

average of 80 pm. The di�erence in roughness is not likely to a�ect the uniformity

of the SAM as this is mostly dependent on the deposition method.
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Figure 33: Gaussian distribution of the crystal oscillation at frequencies: 5, 15, 25,
and 35 MHz. The dashed lines representing the top and bottom of the electrodes.
(Smaller - bottom, larger - top.) [141]

4.0.2 Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) in Vacuum and

in Liquid

To begin the formation of SAM preparation, it can be useful to estimate growth

parameters before making a sample. Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) is a highly

sensitive technique that can detect nanogram to microgram changes in mass per unit

area.[140] Because quartz is a piezoelectric material, after inducing a voltage through

metal electrodes, the quartz can oscillate at certain frequencies (typically between

5 � 10 MHz, although higher frequencies can be found).

The amplitude of the oscillation will vary across the crystal and this is �guratively

shown in Figure 33. With standard circular QCMs, the point where the electrode

experiences the maximum amplitude is where r equals 0, i.e. the centre of the disk.

This oscillation frequency will change when adding or removing substances on its

surface and can be monitored in real-time. However, the frequency will depend on

the location of the particle on the amplitude at that point so this must be considered.

The Sauerbrey equation takes this into account and assumes an evenly distributed

layer on the surface which in turn can be used to determine the change in mass

using the Sauerbrey equation[142]:

∆f = − 2f 2
0

A
√
µqρq

∆m (4.1)
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where ∆f is the di�erence in frequency (Hz), f0 is the initial resonance frequency

(Hz), ∆m is the change in mass (g), µq is the shear modulus of quartz for AT -cut

crystal (typically found 2.947×1011 g.cm-1.s-2) ρq is the density of the quartz (2.648

g.cm-3) and A is the piezoelectric area (cm2).

QCM measurements for SAMs growth in solution throughout this work were mea-

sured using a gold electrode with a 5 mm diameter and a resonance frequency of 5

MHz monitored by an OpenQCM Q-1. To determine growth in solution, the fre-

quency of the crystal was measured after cleaning (rinsing with acetone, methanol

and iso-propanol in series and then cleaned by oxygen plasma). The clean crystal

was then immediately placed into a solution of molecules for a set period of time,

repeatedly. The growth rate on the QCM was recorded after each submersion and

comparing them with the initial frequency the Sauerbrey equation (eq. 4.1 can be

adapted to give the amount of molecules present on the surface:

n =
−∆ ∗ A ∗ k ∗NA

Mw

(4.2)

where k represents:

k =

√
µ ∗ ρ

2 ∗ f 2
0

(4.3)

At full monolayer coverage the area per molecule can be calculated as such:

Amolecule =
Aelectrode

n
(4.4)

Initially, QCM had been a technique utilised only in the vacuum/gas phase and

around 20 years after this, the technique was implemented in the liquid phase

too.[143, 144, 145]

In contrast to liquid QCM, QCM used in UHV was used to monitor deposition rather

than growth. The frequency change under vacuum was detected by an INFICON

STM-2XM rate/thickness monitor with a gold quartz crystal of 5 mm diameter and

5 MHz frequency. Data was obtained by heating the molecular cell containing the
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desired molecule at 5-10 K intervals until the rate of thickness dropped or stopped.

The rate of thickness was noted after keeping the molecular cell at a constant tem-

perature for 20 minutes. Plotting these results then allowed for an estimate of

the sublimation temperature of the molecule to begin thermally depositing mate-

rial. Typically, the molecules will require degassing to remove impurities within the

cell.

4.0.3 SAMs preparation

Liquid Phase

The general procedure for preparing SAMs involves immersion of a clean substrate

in a diluted solution of the molecule (Figure 34). As thiols have already been

extensively researched, the concentration, choice of solvent and submersion time

have already been optimised for reproducibility and convenience.[100, 110, 112, 97]

Typically for thiols ∼1-10 mM ethanolic solutions are used with a deposition time

between 12 and 18 hours at room temperature. In fact, ethanol has advantages which

allow for it to be used in many other SAMs preparation. It is relatively cheap,

can have high purity ≥ 99.8% and its toxicity is relatively low.[97] The kinetics

of formation are largely dependent on solvent and so the choice of solvent needs

careful consideration. The mechanisms of assembly are complicated and adding

further parameters such as solvent-substrate and solvent-absorbate interactions to

an already complex matter makes the thermodynamic and kinetics of assembly hard

to predict. Solvating molecules must have greater attraction to the substrate over

solvent molecules as the solvent molecules are in abundance they will need to be

displaced from the surface before adsorption of the molecules can happen.

Although the process of adsorption of molecules onto the substrate can happen

within a few seconds, longer immersion times are required to optimise the reorgan-

isation process and maximise the order whilst minimising the number of defects in

the �lm.[147]

Kafer's group in 2006 showed through re�ection adsorption infrared spectroscopy

(RAIRS) the importance of solvent on the chemical composition of adsorbates (Fig-

ure 35). They had tested a range of solvents: toluene, THF, DMF, DCM, acetone,
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Figure 34: Schematic showing the preparation method of SAMs in solution. The
substrate Image from [146].

Figure 35: RAIR spectra of anthracene-2-thiol from Kafer et al.[148]. (a) Di�erent
solvents with rinsing time of 2 minutes. (b) Di�erent rinsing times, highlighting the
absorbance of S-H mode after each interval of rinsing time.
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and ethanol on anthracene-2-thiol on Au(111).[148] Looking at the spectra of the

various solvents, it is evident that toluene, THF and DMF solutions show extremely

weak absorbances compared to acetone, DCM and ethanol. Continuing with the use

of ethanol for further studies, they proceeded to compare RAIR spectra for di�er-

ent rinsing times and an unrinsed sample. The unrinsed sample shows much larger

absorbance than the initial AnT sample prepared from ethanol or DCM indicating

the presence of multilayers (Figure 35(b)). As the time of rinsing progressively in-

creased, the peak arising from the stretch mode of S-H decreases until it disappears

at around the 5 minutes mark. Additionally, the width of the peak and spectra lines

becomes narrower as the physisorbed multilayers are removed.

For the work in this study, we used an incubation and rinsing method. The ex-

act process was optimised for each molecule study. Full descriptions are therefore

available in the experimental chapters.

Vacuum Phase

An alternative method to prepare thin and monolayer molecular �lms is by ther-

mal evaporation under UHV conditions. Thermal evaporation involves heating a

pure molecular powder to its sublimation point, creating a directed beam of single

molecules that can be positioned over the sample substrate. Thermal evaporation is

exceptionally clean, it can be used with most molecules, and it can grow �lms with

excellent precision from just a few molecules per 100 nm2, to micron thick �lms.

It also allows us to avoid complications arising from solvents during preparation,

however, whilst this can be a major bene�t, thermal deposition has its own limita-

tions as discussed below.[149] Although the principle is just as simple as growth in

solution, there is a need for more specialist equipment and the substrate will need

to be prepared and cleaned.

The UHV system that has been used for this research is displayed in Figure 36. To

ensure high pressures (10-10 mbar) are maintained, an ion pump and turbo molecular

pump are connected to the chamber directly. The system is primarily split into

two main parts: the main chamber and the load lock. The load lock is regularly

vented and pumped so that the heater stage can be inserted and removed using a

linear translator with rotary motion. This can then be moved in and out of the
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Figure 36: A photograph of the UHV system used in this thesis. The ion pump
is connected to the main chamber where the sputtering and annealing of the gold
occurs. The sputter gun is highlighted in the �gure and the manipulation arm is
where the piece of gold is held. There are two points within the chamber where
molecular cells can be positioned where molecular deposition occurs.

main chamber for sample preparation, where sputtering from Ar ions and molecular

deposition takes place. To perform thermal sublimation, crucibles of ∼2.5 cm are cut

from borosilicate glass into a test tube shape for containing the molecules. Chromel

and alumel wires are sealed within the lower part of the crucible to produce a K-type

thermocouple for direct measurement of crucible temperature. The molecules were

then heated by resistively heating a tantalum wire wrapped around the crucible.

An image of the molecular cell is shown in Figure 37a. After warming the cell for

20 minutes at the desired deposition temperature (allowing for stabilisation of the

temperature and sublimation rate), the gold substrate was then brought in front of

the cell for deposition.

There are three main routes for epitaxially grown thin �lms on a crystal surface:

layer-by-layer (Frank-van der Merwe); layer-plus-island (Stranski-Krastonov); and

island (Volmer-Weber) growth, represented in Figure 38.[150]

Frank-van der Merwe growth happens when the attraction of the atoms of the adsor-

bate to the surface is stronger than to themselves. On the other end of the spectrum,

when deposit atoms are more likely to bind with themselves than the surface, they

can form large islands. In between these two extremities, commonly observed is

the Stranski-Krastonov (SK) mode. This is a mixture of the two previous modes,
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Figure 37: (a) Photo of a crucible wrapped in tantalum wire. (b) Picture of how
the gold is aligned with the molecular cell.

(a)

θ > 2

1 < θ < 2

θ < 1 ML

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 38: Three primary mechanisms for epitaxially grown thin �lms. (a) Volmer-
Weber (island growth), (b) Stranski-Krastonov (layer-plus-island growth) and (c)
Frank-van der Merwe (layer-by-layer growth). Image taken from [151].
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layers will form when there is a monolayer or less coverage on the surface. Any more

than this, islands begin to form on top of this monolayer. Layer growth arises when

atoms A are deposited on B, γA < γB + γ∗, γ∗ being the interface energy or island

growth. So in the context of SK growth, as layer thickness increases, the energy of

the interface also increases.

It has been previously reported that thermal annealing after deposition can greatly

improve the quality of �lm growth. Providing the surface atoms with enough energy

to di�use and reconstruct means that the following layers will contain fewer defects

improving the crystallinity.[152]

4.1 Scanning Probe Microscopy

A widely used analysis tool in nanoscience is the use of scanning probe microscopes

(SPM). SPM encompasses many techniques for imaging surfaces at the atomic level.

The �rst breakthrough came from Binning and Rohrer in 1982, they invented the

scanning tunnelling microscope (STM), an extremely popular technique to date

that exploits the quantum tunnelling phenomenon.[153] A major limitation of this

is that as the imaging signal relies on the tunnelling current between the tip and

the sample, the studies can only be useful to conductive samples. They are also

commonly used in situ UHV systems to maintain clean surfaces. In response to this

problem, in 1986, Binning and Gerber developed an alternative method � the atomic

force microscope (AFM).[154] The principle for an AFM came from combining the

STM and the pro�lometer together. A tip is mounted onto a cantilever, usually

referred to as a probe, bends under certain forces from the sample. The cantilevers

made today usually consist of silicon and can be coated with other materials to alter

the properties, for example, coating with diamond to produce conductive probes.

The advantage AFMs have over STMs is due to their versatility and adaptability. By

modifying the cantilever, properties other than the topography can be investigated

such as electric and magnetic properties and chemical potentials. It o�ers advantages

over STM, it can image in 3D as opposed to the STM which shows in 2D. With

AFMs, the contact area of the cantilever is known and so, the contact area of the

junctions can be calculated which is important in order to obtain conductivity values.
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Figure 39: Illustration of an AFM taken from [155]. The sample is brought closer to
the tip by a piezoelectric scanner which allows nanometric distances. A laser beam
is re�ected o� the back of the cantilever and into the photodetector.

We can additionally have more precise control over the force, avoiding damage to

the sample surface.

4.1.1 Principle of AFM

The working principle of AFMs is based on the probe scanning across the surface

either in contact or `tapping' along the surface of the sample. These measurements

rely on many interacting forces such as vdW, electrostatic, capillary, chemical and

repulsion forces. Three possible vdW interactions could be present: dipole-dipole,

dipole-induced dipole, induced dipole-induced dipole. By summing up all the dipole

interactions, we get the overall vdW forces that become the Lennard-Jones potential

described in Section 3.1.2. A laser beam is then re�ected o� the back of the cantilever

into a photodetector split into four sections. The de�ection of the laser shifts within

the four segments when there is movement on the cantilever generating di�erent

voltages which can then be converted into a topography of the surface sample. A

schematic of an AFM is shown in Figure 39, the sample is attached to a piezoelectric

scanner which can control the very small sample-tip distances (nm range). The

movement of the piezo will be determined by the mode of AFM used, where di�erent

modes will utilise di�erent feedback methods to map the topography.
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4.1.2 AFM Modes

The versatility of AFM makes the instrument very successful in this �eld and di�er-

ent modes have been developed for use in mediums such as air, UHV and liquid.

Contact Mode

Contact mode, also known as static mode, is the �rst mode created and the sim-

plest way of operating an AFM. In its simplest terms, this is the mode where the

feedback system relies on the force between the sample and tip to remain constant.

The �rst few AFM images were carried out in contact mode where the groups pre-

sented what were thought to be atomically resolved images on graphite and NaCl

in ambient and UHV conditions, respectively.[156, 157] While these results showed

the lattice spacing of the samples, atomic defects such as vacancies and step edges

were not observed. The forces interacting between the sample and tip are much

greater compared to the force of a single atom on the tip to the sample and the

assumption is that not just a single atom on the tip interacts with the surface but

many of the tip atoms are involved. Figure 40 shows the forces present during an

AFM scan and its corresponding force-distance curve. The di�culty here lies in

the feedback system of keeping a constant force for imaging.[158] The short-range

forces are dominating (dark blue atoms/curve), creating a non-monotonic curve of

its overall force. As contact mode operated in the repulsive regime, another major

challenge for contact-mode AFM is the need for softer cantilevers in the repulsive

range to prevent surface deformation (around 10 N/m).[159] The soft cantilevers

then become an issue when approaching the sample as the distance closes the at-

tractive forces `snaps' the cantilever towards the sample uncontrollably, also known

as the `jump-to-contact' phenomenon.

Achieving true atomic resolution with contact mode is challenging however can be

done with chemically inert samples where attractive forces are not overpowering (a

negative loading force is applied to counteract the VdW forces or it is carried out in

liquid).[160, 161]
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Figure 40: (a) Diagram representing the forces between a tip and a sample surface.
(b) Force-distance curves of the dominating interactions with varying distances.[158]

Non-contact AFM

The optimal region for molecular resolution imaging is within the attractive range

and around a decade after the invention of the AFM, another method was created:

non-contact, dynamic mode AFM. Non-contact AFM overcomes some of the ma-

jor challenges brought about by contact AFM. Jump-to-contact can be avoided by

exciting the cantilever to oscillate at an amplitude large enough such that the with-

drawing amplitude is bigger than the attractive forces. The two well-known and

widely used modes that follow this principle are known as frequency modulation

(FM) and amplitude modulation (AM) AFM, shown in Figure 41. In frequency

modulation, the cantilever oscillates with a certain amplitude at its resonance fre-

quency. This frequency will change depending on the forces of the sample compared

to its forces when far from the sample. The shift in frequency is then kept constant

used to pro�le the sample topography and produce an image.[162] The resulting

image is then formed of the surface topography by keeping the frequency shift at

a constant value.[163] Originally, FM AFM has been used for experiments in UHV

however in recent years it has expanded for use in liquids.[164, 165] Despite hav-

ing some success in liquid environments, due to the fact that two feedback loops

must be maintained the operation is slow and therefore not as suited in air and less

commonly used for liquids.

Amplitude modulation AFM is also commonly known as `tapping mode' uses a

feedback mechanism where the amplitude oscillation is monitored to provide the

surface topography. Similar to FM, the cantilever is excited either at or close to its

resonance frequency however this frequency will be kept constant throughout.[166]
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Figure 41: Working principle of AM AFM (left) of scanning DNA structure where
the frequency is kept constant and FM AFM showing how constant amplitude would
change the frequency (right).[167]

More speci�cally, the system will compare the amplitude close to the surface (Ai) and

its reference value also called its amplitude set point (Asp), keeping the root mean

square value of the di�erence in oscillation amplitude constant. The error signal

between Ai and Asp is kept to a minimum and this is achieved through voltage

signals sent to the piezo z scanner to adjust the spatial di�erence between tip and

sample. Both these methods are viable to achieve atomic resolution images and are

also advantageous to preserve tip sharpness.

Some of the forces present in an AFM have already been mentioned throughout this

section, however, one of the main forces to note is the capillary force under ambient

conditions. This is inevitable and observed in both static and dynamic modes.[168,

169] The vapour in the air will spontaneously condense onto hydrophilic surfaces

creating a meniscus between the sample and the tip during measurements. Figure

42 shows the hysteresis e�ect of the capillary e�ect on the force curve of approaching

and retracing a probe during a scan. The e�ects of the capillary force can be seen

when retracting the probe, more force will need to be exerted on withdrawing the

tip from the sample which then causes further de�ection of the laser. This could

disrupt the surface-tip interactions and become overpowering, limiting the atomic

resolution of the image. Another major limitation is the noise, mostly arising from

the thermal noise in the cantilever. This causes `thermal drift' where features in the

images become elongated and slightly distorted.[170]

PeakForce Tapping is an imaging technique developed by Bruker similar to the

dynamic modes described above. Instead, the probe oscillates far below its resonance

frequency, the peak force is constant at around 10 pN compared to the usual 1
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Figure 42: Force-distance curve from approaching and retracting a probe from the
surface.[171]

Figure 43: Force-time curve of the cantilever operated in PeakForce Tapping with
force-distance counterpart.

nN. It is a mode that is optimised for imaging soft samples and minimises the

lateral damages because the tip now withdraws following a sine wave rather than

a triangular one as seen before (Figure 43). The plots represent a silicon probe

approaching a silicon surface, on the left shows a force curve vs time and the right

shows a force curve against the z-position. The last force curve on the left shows the

e�ect of imaging at low forces with PeakForce mode. Therefore, when withdrawing

the tip the pulling force from the capillary force is reduced. By operating at a

force considerably lower than Bruker's conventional TappingMode, the chances of

obtaining high-resolution images on soft samples improve greatly. For this reason,

the AFM experiments carried out in this project are performed in PeakForce mode

with the exception of scratch tests which are done in contact mode. This is to ensure

that the molecules will be swept aside to create a square where the height di�erence

can be estimated.
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Figure 44: Images taken from [173]. (A) Ball-and-stick model of pentacene. (B)
STM image taken with CO-functionalised tip. (C, D) AFM images taken in constant
height mode.

Potentially because of these issues the community has provided few reports on atom-

ically resolved images with AM AFM. One of the �rst submolecular AFM images

was taken in FM mode using a qPlus set-up.[172] Asides from this study, another

key �nding came from Gross et al. in 2009 successfully showed that by function-

alising a tip, they were able to achieve resolution of the internal bond structure of

pentacene.[173] Images of pentacene in STM and AFM were taken, shown in Figure

44. The conditions for success are impacted by the choice of the molecule for tip

functionalisation. It must weakly react with the surface adsorbate and the radius

must be smaller than that of the molecule to display atomic features. In this case,

CO was purposely picked up and attached to the tip, exposing the oxygen atom.

The oxygen atom is attracted to the pentacene molecule, closing the distance be-

tween them so much so that there will be a slight repulsion from the Pauli exclusion

principle.

4.1.3 Electrical AFM

Conductive AFM

Conductive AFM (C-AFM) measurements are used in contact mode to measure the

sample's current at the point of connection to the tip. This mode can simultaneously

map the topography and produce a current map using the same principle with a

laser and photodiode as described above. A bias voltage needs to be applied between

the sample and the tip and can only be used for conducting materials, like an STM.

However, compared to an STM, C-AFM overcomes the disadvantage of the inability

of STMs to distinguish whether the features of the image generated originate from
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Figure 45: Schematic of C-AFM set-up employed throughout this thesis. Image
from [135].

changes in topography or sample conductivity. As established, with C-AFM there

are two feedback loops, the pro�le and the current, therefore silicon cantilevers

typically used in AFM are coated with a thin �lm of conductive material � Pt, Au,

Cr, diamond or even graphene.

Throughout this thesis, point measurements will be performed on the samples to

gain information about the electronic transport and to determine their conductance.

Figure 45 shows the C-AFM set-up implemented in this work. An Agilent 33500B

waveform generator was used to apply a triangular wave voltage to the sample and

a probe holder was modi�ed to receive the current �owing from the sample. The

current was then converted into a voltage by a FEMTO DLPCA-200 low noise I/V

convertor.

Typically, the data collected is �rst processed into an I-V curve which will have

similar characteristics to the plot shown in Figure 46. Osorio et al. carried out

electrical characterisation of single oligo(phenylene-ethynylene) (OPE) molecules vs

in a SAMs (via Langmuir-Blodgett) using STM.[174] From this curve, histograms

could be plotted to determine the molecular conductance and they found that the

conductance value of OPE in a SAMs and as a single molecule are at 5.17 × 10 -5

G0 and 5.39/3.16 × 10 -5 G0 (the di�erent values are due to the di�erent adsorption

sites).

By following the method stated above (via C-AFM) for obtaining conductance val-

ues, after the plotting of I vs V, heat maps can be generated. Presented by Wang

et al., are electrical conductances for zinc tetraphenyl porphyrin samples prepared

in three alternative deposition methods: 1) Langmuir-Blodgett, 2) thermal subli-

mation, and 3) self-assembly (Figure 47). The key results show that as the �lm

thickness increases the conductance decreases in line with what was reported previ-

ously.[77]
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Figure 46: I-V curve of an OPE monolayer, the error bars show the deviation taken
from the conductance histograms.[174]

Figure 47: Electrical conductance heat maps of ZnTPP �lms via (a) LB, (b) ther-
mal sublimation, and (c) self-assembly growth methods and their corresponding
thicknesses. (d) Conductance (log scale) vs �lm thickness.[77]
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Thermoelectric Measurements with AFM

To observe the Seebeck e�ect, the thermal voltage of the samples is needed to be

known. Therefore, a technique was developed based on the principles of C-AFM as

one of the bene�ts is its nanometric resolution. (Shown in Figure 48). An additional

advantage is the precise control C-AFM provides. The key di�erence between the

set-up of a C-AFM measurement to a thermoelectric measurement is the inclusion of

a heater and a voltage pre-ampli�er to measure the thermal voltage as opposed to the

current between the Au substrate (source) and the conductive probe (drain).

To do this, a copper plate was initially glued to a Peltier heater (9 x 9 mm, purchased

from RS Components Ltd) with an epoxy thermal adhesive. The copper plate

attached to the heater connected the ground of the Peltier heater to the same ground

as the microscope. A thin layer of mica was then sandwiched in between two pieces

of copper foil and thermally glued atop the Peltier device surface. The purpose of

the mica was to act as an insulating layer to the sample. The sample would then be

attached to the copper plate via electrodag. The molecular thin �lm would also be

electrically connected to the copper plate by electrodag.

The Peltier heater was heated to four di�erent temperatures by DC voltage with

the use of an Agilent Technologies 33400B waveform generator, ampli�ed by 10.

Calibration was performed with a freshly cleaved template stripped Au sample. Four

key voltage set points were determined at -20, 0, 6 and 16 volts. These voltages

correspond to four temperatures: 18, 22, 25 and 30 °C on the surface. Previous

work performed by Lamantia et al. [135], calibrated the temperature of the Au

substrate and the temperature of the probe. An SR 550 Stanford Research System

high impedance di�erential pre-ampli�er was used to monitor the voltage di�erence

between the sample and the tip at zero bias. This signal was then passed through

a low pass �lter to �lter out the 50 Hz electrical noise. The �nal signal was then

processed by the Nanoscope controller.

The thermal voltage was then calculated using the `0 current mode', Sj = SAu−∆Vth
∆T

,

where Vth is the direct voltage measurement and Sj is the Seebeck coe�cient of the

junction. SAu is the Seebeck coe�cient of the gold substrate. During measurements,

a Pt-coated probe (thermally and electrically conductive, with a 50 nm curvature
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(a)
(b)

Figure 48: (a) Side pro�le of the sample plate used for thermoelectric measurements.
(b) Set-up used for thermoelectric measurements.[135]

radius) was used as both the top electrode and thermal sink. All electrical and

thermoelectrical measurements were done in single-point spectroscopy, where all

data was taken in a single point with a force set point of 2 nN. Multiple measurements

were then performed on di�erent points of the same sample. XYZ data was extracted

from the AFM images, with the Z values converted into a matrix and used for

analysis.

4.2 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

Self-assembled monolayers make up a very small amount of the sample if we take

into account the thickness of the gold substrate. In the example of template stripped

gold, we have a thickness of 200 nm, whereas the thickness of molecules will have

an average height of 2-3 nm. The XPS measurements carried out in this thesis were

performed on a Kratos AXIS Supra. Considering the ratio of the bulk and surface,

analysing the SAM would require an instrument that would be highly sensitive and

successful at �ltering out the e�ects from the bulk atoms.[175] X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS) is a suitable technique to study chemical compositions on or

within a material. There are two types of electronic orbitals � the ones that partake

in bonding with other atoms are known as the valence orbitals and those closely

bound to the nucleus are the core orbitals. The fundamentals are based on the

photoelectric phenomenon, where electrons are emitted after absorbing electromag-

netic radiation. In this case, X-ray photons with the energy hν are used to induce

electron emission. The energy is measured from the emitted electron and converted

into kinetic energy EK by the spectrometer (a schematic of this is shown in Figure

49). The EK can be related to the binding energy EB by adapting the photoelectric
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Figure 49: Schematic of a modern hemispherical sector of an XPS instrument. Image
from [175].

e�ect equation (where Φ is the work function of the spectrometer):

EB = hν − EK − Φ (4.5)

The data is then presented as a graph of counts per second (intensity) against the

electron energy. The binding energy of the electron is what de�nes the element

speci�cally, the kinetic energy is determined by the energy of the X-ray source of

the system and therefore, is not an intrinsic property of the atom. The calcula-

tion of the binding energy will be typically performed within the software of the

instrumentation. Although the X-ray beams penetrate microns below the surface,

the kinetic energy necessary needed to remove photoelectrons produced from the

sample is only su�cient enough at the surface.[176] These electrons escape with no

energy lost and this kinetic energy is measured, shown as signi�cant peaks seen in

an XPS spectrum. These spectra will then look similar to Figure 52. The photoelec-

trons produced within the bulk will also undergo inelastic scattering however will

not have the kinetic energy to leave the sample. The photoelectrons closer to the

surface will be emitted from the surface with very low kinetic energy which in turn

will contribute to the background of the spectrum also known as Bremsstrahlung

radiation.[177] The electrons which are emitted into the vacuum then enter the anal-

yser via the entrance slit of the spectrometer. The angle at which photoelectrons
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Figure 50: Chemical structure of an ethyl tri�uoroacetate molecule highlighted are
the carbon atoms and its chemical environments. The corresponding binding energy
is represented below and scaled to a C C / C H carbon 1s reference peak.
Image from [177].

are able to enter the analyser can then be selected is called the acceptance angle,

which is bene�cial for analyses such as angle-resolved XPS. Lower angles tend to

have better angle resolving power. Electrons will then travel through the hemispher-

ical analyser with various energies which are collected with a multichannel detector.

This determines the intensity pro�le of the peaks produced.

4.2.1 Chemical Shifts

XPS is highly sensitive to changes in the valence orbitals from the formation of

bonds a�ecting the position of the core-level peaks of that speci�c atom. Figure 50

shows an ethyl tri�uoroacetate molecule with four di�erent clearly resolved peaks

corresponding to the four di�erent carbon environments visible: CH3, C O,

O C O, and CF3. As the negative charge density on the atom increases,

the kinetic energy of the emitted photoelectrons also increases, resulting in lower

binding energy.[178, 179]

Considering this example, the carbon bonded to three �uorine atoms would have the

highest negative charge density of the four carbon atoms due to the electronegativity

of the �uorine. This gives an approximately 8 eV split from the carbon with the

lowest negative charge density, CH3. This phenomenon which causes a shift in the

peaks is known as a chemical shift.

As we have already established thiol-terminated SAM formation is already very well
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Figure 51: Above: XPS of C22SH SAM monolayer with EtOH solvent. Below: XPS
of C22SH powder form.[182]

studied, this is also the case for XPS measurements performed.[180, 181, 182, 132,

183] It was found that the presence of sulphur produces a doublet peak because of

the spins of the 2p orbital, S2p3/2 and S2p1/2.The splitting between the two peaks

is widely accepted at 1.2 eV and the peaks are �tted with a 2:1 area ratio. The

binding energy of the S2p3/2 peak of an alkanethiol bound to gold, lies at 161.9 eV.

This is can be con�rmed by direct comparison to its powder counterpart shown

in Figure 51. Unbound thiol is identi�ed at energies between 163.5 and 164 eV

and these assignments can, in turn, provide information on the assembly of the

monolayers.

Whilst the photoemissions from the core orbitals of atoms stay largely the same

when atoms form bonds with other elements the binding energy can experience

changes and so, XPS o�ers an advantage where the chemical environment of the

surface can be analysed.

Isvoranu et al. showed this in a study where pyridine was adsorbed onto a mono-

layer of iron phthalocyanine (FePc).[128] The N1s photoemission for a monolayer of

FePc shows a single peak located at 398.25 eV however as the addition of pyridine

increases, two additional peaks become present at higher binding energies, suggest-

ing that there are multiple adsorption sites. The chemical nature of the peaks can

be determined using least-squares �ts and in this case, three di�erent species were

identi�ed; the �rst peak was assigned to the nitrogen atoms within the FePc macro-

cycle, the second peak is due to multilayers of pyridine and pyridine absorbed on
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Figure 52: Photoelectron spectrum of lead overlayed with its electronic structure
showing the photoelectron lines of each orbital.[175]

other sites (not Fe), and the third peak arises from the coordination bond between

Fe and N (Figure 53a). Not only is there change in the N 1s region, the coupling

to the iron ion will also a�ect the photoemission in the Fe 2p region. As we can

see from their results (Figure 53b, the peak begins o� broad with a full width at

half-maximum of 3.7 eV and eventually narrows down to less than half of this. The

authors state that this is the result of ligand �eld splitting and indicates partial

decoupling of the iron from the gold.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 53: XPS results taken from [128] of pyridine adsorbed onto FePc in the (a)
N 1s region and the (b) Fe 2p region.
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Chapter 5

Assembly, Structure and Electrical

Properties of

1,1'-Dialkynylferrocenes

This chapter investigates a variety of ferrocene molecules using nitrogen and sulphur

based anchor groups with varying binding strength. In the �rst section, the assembly,

structure and thermoelectric properties of 1,1'-dialkynylferrocene where we identify

and characterise an unusual hairpin structure. The second part of this chapter will

investigate the transport properties of ferrocene-(ethynyl-phenyl)thioacetates.

5.1 Introduction

Ferrocene exhibits several interesting properties, such as high stability, well-de�ned

redox chemistry, and can be functionalised using a wide variety of techniques.[184,

185, 186] For these reasons, ferrocenes have made their way as a building block

into works involving single molecules and electronic devices.[187, 188, 189, 190] In

the design of molecular wires, ferrocene insertion (and more widely, the insertion of

metal centres) have been shown to increase molecular conductance.[191, 192, 193]

In addition, recent studies of the 1,1'-dialkynylferrocene motif have demonstrated

that by controlling the rotation around the iron-cyclopentadienyl axis, through the

use of a mechanical modulation, the conductance of a ferrocene can be switched be-
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tween multiple states, as a function of the angle that separates the two alkynyl sub-

stituents.[188] This indicates that the inclusion of ferrocene into highly-conjugated

architecture o�ers an attractive route toward optimising and increasing the func-

tionality of organic molecular wires.[194]

With a view to translating these properties to the macroscale, here we study the elec-

tronic properties of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of ferrocene-based molecules,

which could be translated to a device architecture in a relatively facile manner.[97,

195] To date, the majority of highly-conjugated ferrocenyl SAMs have utilised fer-

rocene as a terminal group, ignoring the potential bene�ts of incorporating fer-

rocene into the backbone of molecular wire.[196, 197, 198, 199] In contrast, the

present study focuses on 1,1'-dialkynyl ferrocenes, which possess a relatively rigid

`hinge-like' structure, where the two substituents can independently rotate around

a central ferrocenyl node. This o�ers the possibility of exploring a variety of dis-

tinct conformations which could be used to control the electronic properties of their

assembled materials. All molecules studied in this section were synthesised by Luke

A. Wilkinson and Troy L. R. Bennett. Please refer to the paper cited for detailed

synthesis.[200] The modelling and simulation was carried out by Iain M. Grace.

5.2 Part 1: Pyridyl Dialkynylferrocenes `Hinges'

In the following study, we selected a range of 1,1'-dialkynylferrocene molecules, 1-5

(Figure 54) containing a variety of pyridyl based anchor groups. Where previous

single-molecule studies have shown that an `open' conformation (where the alkynes

point in di�erent directions) is achievable, here we have shown that the `hairpin' con-

formation (where the alkynes point in the same direction) is generally favoured.[188,

16] Further to this we examined the thermoelectric features of this `hairpin' struc-

ture and identi�ed an interesting feature whereby only one, of a possible two, anchor

groups binds to a surface, while the alignment of the second, unbound anchor group,

also subtly controls the electronic properties of the materials.
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Figure 54: Chemical structures of the ferrocene molecules investigated in this study.
Notation will be as follows: 1 - FcNN, 2 - FcN3N, 3 - Fc3N3N, 4 - FcNS, 5 - FcN.

5.2.1 Ferrocene SAM Growth and Formation

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of molecules 1-5 were grown on freshly prepared,

template stripped Au surfaces by the method described above, in Section 4.0.3.

All molecules were dissolved in toluene with 1 mM concentration, followed by 15

minutes of ultrasonication. The solutions were bubbled with nitrogen for 15 minutes

for deoxygenation. The AuTS was then immersed into each solution, without any

further treatment, for SAMs growth. The SAMs growing process was conducted

under a nitrogen atmosphere for 48 hours. The substrate, after SAMs growth,

was rinsed ten times with toluene, ethanol and isopropanol, in sequence, to wash

o� physisorbed molecules. Finally, the SAMs were then incubated in a vacuum

chamber for 2 hours, to allow for solvent evaporation. The following samples were

then characterised by atomic force microscopy (AFM).

Unlike the other analytes, FcN3N did not form good-quality SAMs, exhibiting pin-

holes in the �lm that a�ected the conductance measured with AFM. This is likely

attributed to the competitive binding of the di�erent anchor groups contained within

this molecule. The other systems all formed high-quality SAMs however.

The thickness of these SAMs was determined by a nano-scratching technique (where

the height distributions are shown in Figure 56). Molecules 1 (FcNN), 4 (FcNS) and

5 (FcN) all appear to have similar thicknesses with molecule 3 (Fc3N3N) forming
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Fe NN

~1.7 nm

Figure 55: Length of an outstretched FcNN molecule.

Figure 56: Courtesy of Xintai Wang. Topography of a SAM of FcNN after nano-
scratching (top), and thickness distributions of SAMs of FcNN, Fc3N3N, FcNS and
FcN obtained from nano-scratching (bottom).

the thinnest monolayer. SAM of FcNN and FcNS possess similar heights at 0.81 and

0.79 nm, respectively. This highly indicates the molecule forms a packed layer in a

folded `hairpin' conformation as Lindner et al. calculated a fully stretched out FcNN

molecule to be approximately 1.7 nm (Figure 55).[201, 202] To further support this

conformation, the thickness of FcN lies around half of the length of a fully stretched-

out FcNN molecule at 0.82 nm. The thickness of FcNN and FcNS would reach over

the thickness of FcN if they were in an outstretched `open' conformation. Fc3N3N

formed a thinner SAM, with a thickness of 0.52 nm. This indicates another `hairpin'

geometry, however, with this large decrease, we can assume the binding orientation

di�ers from FcNN, FcNS and FcN. This is likely due to FcNN, FcNS and FcN being

able to adopt a largely perpendicular orientation, whereas Fc3N3N would present a

tilted geometry, resulting from the meta-positioning of the nitrogen atoms contained

within its terminal pyridyl rings.

This is in line with the DFT calculations (Figure 57), where the optimum geometry of
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Figure 57: DFT calculations of FcNN showing the angle of internal rotation (θ) vs
the ground state energy of the molecule. Courtesy of Iain M. Grace.

each of the molecules was calculated. The ground state energy of the molecules was

then calculated as a function of angle θ, for FcNN and it was found that the minimum

energy occurred at θ = 126°, with the molecule held in a `hairpin' con�guration with

the arms slightly displaced, consistent with π-π type interactions between the two

alkynyl substituents.

AFM imaging was employed to determine the average roughness of SAMs FcNN,

Fc3N3N, FcNS and FcN (across several spots of the sample). The roughness was

in the range of 0.15-0.30 nm, and this value was similar to the underlying TS gold

substrates (0.10 - 0.20 nm), which con�rms the SAMs uniformity. To better elucidate

these results, Figure 56 shows topography of FcNN, after nano-scratching, as well

as thickness distributions of SAMs FcNN, Fc3N3N, FcNS and FcN, garnered from

the nano-scratching analysis.

5.2.2 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

To better understand the results above, I then carried out a detailed study of the

chemical binding of the ferrocenyl SAMs using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS). Although the poor uniformity of FcN3N prevented thermoelectric and con-

ductance measurements with the AFM, the sample could still be studied with XPS

by measuring over a large spot size (350 µm), enabling us to average over the poor

nanoscale ordering of FcN3N.

Figure 58(a) and (b) show spectra of the N 1s region for SAMs of FcNN and FcN3N,
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Figure 58: XPS data of the N1s region for (a) FcNN, (b) FcN3N, (c) Monolayer
of FcN and (d) Multilayer of FcN to show the corresponding bound and unbound
nitrogen peaks.

respectively. In each case, clear features are observed that arise from the nitrogen

atoms present in the pyridine anchor groups. For the SAM of FcNN, a �tting

analysis revealed two distinct peaks located at 400.2 eV and 399.3 eV respectively,

with a ratio of peak areas close to 1:1. The 399.3 eV peak can be attributed to an

unbound pyridine with a deprotonated nitrogen.[83, 203] The peak at 400.2 eV has

been previously attributed to the pyridine group binding to the gold surface.[204]

To con�rm this assignment we carried out XPS on monolayer and multilayer SAMs

of FcN, in which the pyridine groups should be either fully bound or unbound,

respectively. The results, shown in Figure 58(c) and (d), con�rm the assignments

above, with the monolayer of SAM5 exhibiting a single bound peak at 400.2 eV, and

the multilayer SAM of FcN a dominant unbound peak at 399.3 eV.

The �tting analysis for FcN3N (Figure 58(b)), results in the same near 1:1 ratio

of bound at 400.1 eV and unbound nitrogen at 399.4 eV. The near 1:1 ratio and

consistency between SAMs FcNN and FcN3N strongly suggested that only one of a

possible two anchor groups chemically binds to the surface in each case. It is observed
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Figure 59: ARXPS spectra in the N 1s region for FcNN at (a) 0°and (b) 70°. The
green curve represents bound nitrogen atoms and red represents the unbound.

that the bound peaks are broader than the unbound peaks which we attribute to

the nitrogen binding to multiple adsorption sites of the gold surface. In both cases,

the full-width half maximum of the bound peak is approximately 1 eV wider than

the unbound peak.

To gain greater insight into the location of the pyridine groups within the molecular

�lm, we performed angle resolved XPS (ARXPS) on FcNN. In order to reduce any

possibility of water contamination, which would introduce additional peaks in the N

1s region, the �lm was annealed under UHV conditions at 160°C for 12 hours prior

to the ARXPS measurements, resulting in a slight shift of the bound and unbound

peaks to 400.4 eV and 399.0 eV, respectively.[205] The subsequent ARXPS data

collected at angles of emission of 0°and 70°are shown in Figure 59. We found that

the N 1s peak at both angles could be �tted with near identical peak components,

with no evidence to suggest any reduction in peak area upon rotating the sample.

The similarity in peak area therefore suggested that the two nitrogen species were

located at similar heights (within surface roughness of ∼0.3 nm), supporting the

formation of a `hairpin' geometry. In contrast, if the upright con�guration were

present instead, a Beer-Lambert approximation estimates that the attenuation of

the bound nitrogen signal would be >5, resulting in substantial reduction in the

bound N 1s peak. This estimate assumes an inelastic mean free path of ∼1.5 nm

and a nitrogen depth of ∼2.0 nm.
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5.2.3 Conductance and Thermoelectric Properties

To further examine the e�ects of our di�erent anchor group con�gurations the ther-

moelectric properties of the SAMs were probed. First, their electron transport

properties were determined by conductive AFM (cAFM) (method described in de-

tail in Section 4.1.3). The probe was �xed at a single point using a constant force of

2 nN. This is high enough to penetrate through the water layer and low enough to

preserve the molecular layer. A triangular AC bias voltage is then applied between

the probe and the sample to record the current signal. Standard Pt Budget Sensor

Multi75-G probes with a radius of 25 nm were used for investigation. The number of

molecules under the probe was estimated from the contact area between the probe

and sample surface using the RKJ model[206, 207]:

r = (F ×R× 1

Y
)
1
3 (5.1)

1

Y
=

3

4
×
(

1− v2
1

E1

+
1− v2

2

E2

)
(5.2)

Here r represents the contact radius, F is the loading force, R is the radius of the

probe, which was estimated to be 25 nm by SEM imaging v1 and v2 is the Poisson

ratio of the material and E1 and E2 are the Young's Modulus of the probe and sample

monolayer, respectively. The Young's Modulus was determined by PeakForce AFM

and it resulted around 2 GPa for the SAMs. Additional parameters were taken from

studies working on similar systems.

The statistics of the I(V) curves and the conductance histograms of FcNN, Fc3N3N,

FcNS and FcN were taken by Xintai Wang and are shown in Figure 60. The panels

on the left show the I(V) curves of SAMs FcNN, Fc3N3N, FcNS and FcN scaled

down to a single molecule. The white curve shows the average and displays typical

semi-conductor type characteristics.

The conductance at zero-bias of Fc3N3N appears to be at approximately ∼ 10×−8

and is considerably higher than the conductance measured of the others as the

minimum of the curve can be seen to be lower than ∼ 10×−8. To compare the
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Figure 60: (a-d) Statistics of I(V) curves obtained from SAMs FcNN, Fc3N3N, FcNS
and FcN (left panels). (e-h) Statistics of conductance obtained from SAMs FcNN,
Fc3N3N, FcNS and FcN (right panels). Data taken by Xintai Wang.

conductance values, the log(G/G0) was calculated and found to be -4.6 for FcNN,

-3.9 for Fc3N3N, -4.5 for FcNS and -4.7 for FcN. As the conductance of FcNN, FcNS

and FcN are very similar to one another, this suggests that the presence of an addi-

tional alkyne poses little in�uence on the conductive behaviour of these molecules.

Although sulphur typically shows higher conductance, replacing a nitrogen group

with a sulphur counterpart causes no signi�cant changes. This could be due to the

thickness of the SAMs layers which were ∼ 0.8 nm. The conductance of Fc3N3N is

much larger than those of the other analogues (an increase of 15%), which is presum-

ably a result of the thinner SAM, and by extension, the shorter distance between

the probe and the underlying metal substrate.

The thermopower of these SAMs was also investigated using a Peltier stage under

the sample to create a temperature di�erence, ∆T, between the sample and the

probe, further details were described in Chapter 4. The results are displayed in

Figure 61.

FcN, with a singular arm (nitrogen in the para position), showed a thermopower of -

9.0 ± 3.1 µV K-1. Unlike the conductance, the e�ect of adding an extra alkyne group

could enhance or hinder the thermopower generated depending on the anchor groups
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Figure 61: (a-d) Histogram plots of measured thermovoltage at a range of temper-
ature di�erences for SAMs FcNN, Fc3N3N, FcNS and FcN. Data courtesy of Xintai
Wang.

of the alkyne. Here, molecule 1 has the addition of an identical alkyne arm with

a pyridyl anchor in the para position and the thermopower is greatly enhanced by

∼82%, giving a Seebeck coe�cient of -16.4 ± 4.1 µV K-1. On the other hand, if the

additional alkyne group had a sulphur anchor group, molecule 4, the thermopower

increases less drastically by ∼6%, giving a Seebeck coe�cient of -9.6± 2.2 µV K-1

µV K-1. However, switching the sulphur group to a pyridyl group is advantageous.

This suggests that the unbound alkyne of this system is acting to tune the energy

of the LUMO, with respect to the Fermi-energy of the electrode.

In contrast to the conductance results, Fc3N3N produced the smallest thermopower.

With both nitrogen atoms in the meta position, the Seebeck coe�cient obtained was

-7.4 ± 3.5 µV K-1. The large di�erence in Seebeck between Fc3N3N and FcNN can

be accounted for by the destructive interference occurring at the meta positioning

on the phenyl ring. By altering the positions of the nitrogen atoms, an enhancement

of 121.6% can be achieved.

All of the SAMs possessed negative Seebeck coe�cients, which suggests LUMO

dominated electron transport through these molecules, as has often been reported for

systems with pyridine anchors connecting to a metal surface.[208, 209, 90] However,

this is not conclusive as thioethers have previously been shown to give both positive

and negative Seebeck coe�cients.[208, 48, 210, 104]
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Figure 62: Conductance distribution (top) and plots of thermal voltage vs ∆T
(bottom). Data courtesy of Xintai Wang.

Table 5.1: Structural and thermoelectrical properties of SAMs FcNN, Fc3N3N, FcNS
and FcN, including the conductance ratios (G/G0), Seebeck coe�cients (S) and
power factors (PF, which is equal to G ×S2)

SAMs Roughness Thickness log(G/G0) S Std PF
(nm) (nm) (µV/K) (µV/K) (a(W/K2))

FcNN 0.09 0.81 -4.6 -16.4 4.1 0.52
Fc3N3N 0.07 0.52 -3.9 -7.4 3.5 0.53
FcNS 0.10 0.79 -4.5 -9.6 2.2 0.22
FcN 0.14 0.82 -4.7 -9.0 3.1 0.12

Finally, the power-factors (PF, which is equal to G×S2) were considered. The large

Seebeck coe�cient of FcNN and the increase in conductance of Fc3N3N, granted

the power factor of these two SAMs to be very similar at 0.52 and 0.53 a(W/K2),

respectively. The power factor observed in SAMs FcNS and FcN were less than half

of that of FcNN and Fc3N3N, calculated to be 0.22 and 0.12 a(W/K2). Table 5.1

summarises all the key �ndings in this part of the study.

The `hairpin' conformations were found to display interesting structural and elec-

tronic features. XPS analysis revealed that although both anchor groups pointed

towards the metal surface, only one of these was bound, with the second anchor

group being held in close proximity. It is clear that the nature of the anchor groups

that bind to the gold controls both the structure and electronic properties of these
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systems (as seen in the comparison of FcNN and Fc3N3N). However, it appears that

the `unbound' anchors also in�uence their electronic properties. First, the inclusion

of the peripheral alkyne substituent acted to shift the energy of the LUMO resonance

with respect to the Fermi energy of the electrode, leading to increased Seebeck co-

e�cients. Secondly, our calculations suggested that controlling the alignment of the

unbound alkyne substituent may o�er a route toward controlling the thermoelectric

properties of these systems.

5.3 Part 2: Dialkynylferrocene Thioacetates

In the second part of this section, 1,1'-dialkynlferrocenes were investigated bearing

mainly thioacetate groups as opposed to the pyridyl groups found in Part 1, are

shown in Figure 63. We examined the surface of the SAMs with AFM and XPS and

characterised the electronic properties with C-AFM.

As we discovered in Section 5.2, one anchor group binds to the surface, the other

anchor group also has an e�ect on the electronic and thermoelectric properties of the

SAMs. We can determine if this is also the case by switching out the anchor groups

from pyridyl to thiol. Sulphur groups form stronger covalent bonding with metallic

electrodes, the purpose of experimenting with these groups is to observe the e�ects

of the stronger covalent e�ects on its electrical and thermoelectrical properties. In

addition to this, it would be interesting to see the e�ects on the packing conformation

we change the anchor groups. Molecule 2 has been investigated to observe the e�ects

of an additional ferrocene unit on the electrical properties. Moving the nitrogen atom

from the para position to the meta position should a�ect the electrical transport

properties due to QI e�ects.

5.3.1 SAMs Growth and Formation

SAM formation followed the same procedure as Section 5.2.1. The results are shown

in Figure 64. Fc(SAc)2, Fc2SAc2 and FcNSAc formed uniform and well-ordered

SAMs, however, Fc3NSAc had the tendency to agglomerate if left for long periods

of times which would a�ect nano-scratching and conductance measurements. The

topography of Fc3NSAc can be seen in Figure 65, the uniformity is lost with islands
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Figure 63: Chemical structure of the ferrocenes studied in Part 2. 1 - Fc(SAc)2, 2 -
Fc2SAc2, 4 - FcNSAc and 5 - Fc3NSAc.

of molecules reaching over 30 nm tall 24 hours after preparation.

Nano-scratching revealed the thickness of the thioacetate ferrocenes to be larger

than that of the pyridyl ferrocenes. SAMs of Fc(SAc)2 was found to be 1.58 nm,

Fc2SAc2 had a height of 2.70 nm, FcNSAc was 2.38 nm thick and Fc3NSAc had a

thickness of 2.31 nm. In contrast to the results we found in Part 1, the formation

of SAMs appears to have an `open' con�guration which is in line with the literature

on single molecular experiments.[188, 16] Fc2SAc2 is found to be the thickest which

is to be expected due to the additional ferrocene unit. FcNSAc and Fc3NSAc show

similar heights indicating similar tilt angles and similar degrees of rotation about

the ferrocene unit, independent of the positioning from the nitrogen atom.

Fc(SAc)2 formed thinner SAMs which could likely be due to the tilt of the sulphur-

gold bond or perhaps due to a larger angle of internal rotation. To fully understand

the conformational features of these systems, theoretical calculations need to be

performed for support.

5.3.2 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

The powder form and SAMs of Fc(SAc)2, FcNSAc and Fc3NSAc were examined by

XPS and calibrated to the C-C component of the C 1s peak at 284.8 eV. Figure

67 shows the photoemissions for Fc(SAc)2 in the powder form and deposited onto

gold in the S 2p region. The sulphur peaks display doublets corresponding to the

S 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 and are Gaussian-Lorentzian �tted with a splitting of 1.2 eV.
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 64: AFM topography scans of (a) SAM1 - Fc(SAc)2 (b) SAM2 - Fc2SAc2 (c)
SAM4 - FcNSAc and (d) SAM5 - Fc3NSAc.

Figure 65: Topography of Fc3NSAc showing the tendency to cluster after long pe-
riods of time.
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Figure 66: Thickness distributions of SAM1 - Fc(SAc)2, SAM2 - Fc2SAc2, SAM4 -
FcNSAc and SAM5 - Fc3NSAc.
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Figure 67: XPS spectra shown of Fc(SAc)2 in the S 2p region as the (a) powder
form and (b) as a SAMs. The navy curves show the unbound sulphur peak whereas
the light blue indicates bound sulphur.

The area ratios are assigned a 2:1 ratio, indicating 4 electrons in the former and

2 in the latter. The �rst set of doublets of Fc(SAc)2 in the powder form arises at

163.7 eV and 164.9 eV. This is due to unbound sulphur, as expected from the pure

powder.[110, 103] Evidence of binding to the gold substrate can be seen in the SAM1

spectra where an additional doublet peak at 162.9 eV and 164.1 eV appears.[211,

212, 183] The original unbound sulphur peak shifts slightly to 164.4 eV and 165.5 eV

and can be explained by the bonding of the atoms to the gold sites. The area ratio

between the unbound and the bound sulphur is 1:1.1 which lies very close to a 1:1

ratio indicating monolayer formation on the gold surface whereby equal amounts of

sulphur are attached to the surface compared to the amount not adsorbed onto the

surface.

FcNSAc underwent the same characterisation and is shown in Figure 68. The powder

produced peaks at 163.43 and 164.63 eV, which is similar to results from the powder

of Fc(SAc)2. The SAMs of FcNSAc produced an unbound doublet at similar values

to the powder form and a bound doublet arises at 161.9 and 163.1 eV. The area

ratio between unbound and bound sulphur again lies very close to 1:1.

Considering the N 1s region, the powder form gives a single peak at 398.83 eV show-
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Figure 68: XPS spectra shown of the FcNSAc as a powder (a, c) and as a SAMs (b,
d) in the S 2p and N 1s region, respectively.

ing a single chemical environment for the nitrogen as expected from the chemical

structure of FcNSAc. This would be assigned as the unbound nitrogen peak. As we

deposit the molecule onto the gold surface, the unbound peak is found at 399.1 eV

and a shoulder arises in the spectra at 400.81 eV. The latter photoemission is due to

the adsorption of nitrogen to the gold surface. The area ratio of bound and unbound

nitrogen is also close to 1:1. The evidence of both nitrogen and sulphur producing

signs of adsorbing onto the substrate shows the formation of a mixed layer.

Similarly, as found for Fc3NSAc (Figure 69), the powder showed sulphur doublets

at 163.33 eV. After deposition, the bound sulphur doublet arose at 162.0 and 163.2

eV. The area ratio between these was 1:1.3 indicating a higher presence of S-Au

bonds than `free' sulphur atoms. The powder of the nitrogen emitted a single peak

at 398.86 eV, again, representing the unbound nitrogen. As we deposit onto the

surface, the bound nitrogen peak appears at 401.41 eV. The area ratio of this peak

is ∼1:1.9 bound to unbound, showing that the amount of unbound nitrogen groups

is approximately twice as much as the bound. Taking into consideration both area

ratios of nitrogen and sulphur, it can be deduced that this mixed layer consists of

a higher amount of sulphur attached to the gold substrate as opposed to FcNSAc.

This is due to the nitrogen being in the meta-position of the phenyl ring which
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Figure 69: XPS spectra shown of the Fc3NSAc as a powder (a, c) and as a SAMs
(b, d) in the S 2p and N 1s region, respectively.

cannot access the substrate as easily.

Fe2p region of Fc(SAc)2, FcNSAc and Fc3NSAc

Repeat measurements were taken of the XPS spectra in the Fe 2p region for Fc(SAc)2,

FcNSAc and Fc3NSAc shown in Figure 70. The pure powder forms are shown in

Figure 70(a) and display two distinct peaks at 707.98 eV and 720.69 eV arising from

the two di�erent spin states of iron, 2p3/2 and 2p1/2, respectively.[213] These are as-

sociated with diamagnetic FeII, showing the neutral state of ferrocenes.[214] These

values are aligned with a monolayer deposition. As the �lms become thicker and

more bulklike the Fe 2p3/2 appears at 708.1 eV (as evident from the binding energy

of the powders).[215]

A small shoulder is visible to the left of the sharp peaks found for the powder

of Fc(SAc)2 and becomes more prominent in all ferrocenes after self-assembly to

gold (Figure 70(b)). These peaks are found at ∼711 and ∼723 eV. These broader

peaks are attributed to the higher oxidation state of Fe, FeIII 2p3/2 and 2p1/2, re-

spectively.[216] The full-width half-maximum of the FeIII peaks were approximately

four times as wide as those of FeII. In addition to the broadness, the peaks are

also asymmetrical. Both these features indicate the presence of paramagnetic metal
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surements of molecules 1, 4 and 5. 1 - Fc(SAc)2, 4 - FcNSAc and 5 - Fc3NSAc.

compounds.[217, 218] From the XPS results shown in this section, Fc(SAc)2 shows

the most FeIII character, whereas FcNSAc has the least amount of FeIII. Possible

reasons for this could be due to the formation of the monolayers or possibly the

binding between the surface and the anchor groups. However, in order to fully un-

derstand these results, further characterisation such as theoretical calculations needs

to be carried out.

5.3.3 I-V Characteristics and Electrical Transport Charac-

terisation

After identifying these di�erences with XPS, conductive AFM was used here to

observe any changes in molecular conductance of SAMs Fc(SAc)2, Fc2SAc2, FcN-

SAc and Fc3NSAc (Figure 71). Figure 71(a-d) shows statistical two-dimensional

I(V) curves of the four molecules scaled down from approximately 416 molecules

(using eq. 6.2) to a single molecule. All four graphs displayed typical semicon-

ductor characteristics (the red line shows the curves' average). Fc2SAc2 appears to

produce a fairly �at average which indicates low conductance, however, to observe

this more clearly, di�erential conductance (dI/dV) histograms are plotted in Figure

71(e-h).

The total electrical conductance at zero bias for SAMs Fc(SAc)2, Fc2SAc2, FcNSAc

and Fc3NSAc4 was found to be 1.14×10−10 S, 1.52×10−12 S, 4.63×10−11 and 4.2×
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Figure 71: (a-d) Statistical I(V) curves of SAMs Fc(SAc)2, Fc2SAc2, FcNSAc
and Fc3NSAc, (e-h) electrical conductance counter maps corresponding to SAMs
Fc(SAc)2, Fc2SAc2, FcNSAc and Fc3NSAc, and (i-l) show the conductance distribu-
tions found for SAMs Fc(SAc)2, Fc2SAc2, FcNSAc and Fc3NSAc.

10−13 S, respectively. From the di�erential conductance histograms, the conductance

distributions at near zero voltage bias can be plotted. This is shown in Figure 71(i-l)

and from this the log(G/G0) of each SAM can be determined. As we have previously

established molecules containing sulphur groups provide the highest conductance

when compared with nitrogen and oxygen moieties. Therefore, it is expected that

Fc(SAc)2 gives the highest log conductance value at -6.3. Fc2SAc2 contains the same

anchor groups but has a lower conductance of -8.19. This could be attributed to the

increase in length due to the additional ferrocene unit in Fc2SAc2. This is re�ected in

the di�erence in thickness of the two samples, where Fc(SAc)2 was found to be 1.58

nm and Fc2SAc2 was 2.70 nm. The trend in length is also true for FcNSAc. FcNSAc

showed a thinner SAM of 2.38 nm with a higher log conductance of -7.33. Fc3NSAc

had a thickness of 2.31 nm with the smallest log conductance of -8.44. As this

thickness is similar to FcNSAc, the factor a�ecting the conductance could only be

the positioning of the nitrogen atom on the phenyl ring. This con�rms the �ndings

from the previous section, showing that `unbound' anchors (the nitrogen arm in this

case as deduced from the XPS results) can in�uence the electronic properties.
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Table 5.2: Table showing the structural and electrical properties of SAMs 1, 2, 4
and 5.

SAMs log(G/G0) Thickness (nm)

Fc(SAc)2 -6.30 1.58
Fc2SAc2 -8.19 2.70
FcNSAc -7.33 2.38
Fc3NSAc -8.44 2.31

As we add pyridyl anchor groups the conductance also drops. FcNSAc has a log

conductance of -7.33, where the nitrogen sits in the para position which is a 16.35%

decrease from Fc(SAc)2. As we move the nitrogen to the meta position (molecule

5) the conductance continues to decrease to a log(G/G0) of -8.44. This is a 33.97%

decrease from having sulphur anchor groups and a 15.14% drop from FcNSAc. The

results are summarised in table 5.2.

Pei et al. suggested that for the ferrocene-based molecules they experimented with,

the conductance was lower when the dihedral angle between both the arms exceeded

60°(arms in an `open' con�guration).[16] This explains the di�erence in conductance

between the molecules experimented with in Part 1 and Part 2. Although sulphur

provides a stronger bond to the gold and typically shows higher conductance for

alkyl-chained molecules, in this case, the conductance was found to be much lower

than those with the pyridyl anchors due to the open con�guration of these fer-

rocene molecules. As the length increases due to the open arms, it is expected the

conductance decreases, as aforementioned.

5.4 Summary of Findings and Future Work

Within this chapter, we sought to explore the unique rotational features of 1,1'-

dialkynyl ferrocenes with nitrogen and sulphur anchor groups. The �rst section

experimented with the nitrogen positioning around the phenyl ring and the e�ect

caused by removing an alkyne arm. The second part of this chapter investigates

dialkynyl ferrocenes with sulphur anchor groups and studies the e�ect of the nitro-

gen positioning when a sulphur anchor group is present. We also investigated the

impact on the electrical conductance of including an additional ferrocene into the
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structure.

An examination of the thickness of the assembled thin �lms in Part 1 suggested

that these molecules prefer to occupy a `hairpin' geometry, a result which is consis-

tent with the theoretical calculations of molecular geometries. Previous works have

shown that an `open' conformation is achievable for similar molecules, for example

for molecules investigated in Part 2.[188, 16] The preferential conformation found for

both these sets of molecules appears to be dependent on the chain group attached

to the sulphur, considering FcNS is very close in structure to FcNSAc.

This is further supported by investigating the electrical properties of molecules with

`open' conformations. The thickness of each dialkynylferrocene thioacetate SAM

highly indicates a fully stretched molecule. To con�rm the binding of the anchor

groups, a similar analysis could be performed on the surface using ARXPS to de-

termine whether both anchor groups are pointing toward the surface. As we have

witnessed, the alignment of the unbound arm greatly a�ects the conductance pro-

duced. By comparing FcNS and FcNSAc, the conductance can be enhanced by

∼38.6% when in a closed formation as opposed to an open one. To fully com-

plete the characterisation of these molecules, it would be bene�cial to determine the

thermopower exhibited by each ferrocene in Part 2.

This represents an interesting augmentation to previous work in the �eld which

has demonstrated that the inter-arm angle between the two substituents of a 1,1'-

disubstituted ferrocene infers signi�cant control over the molecules conductive prop-

erties.[188, 16]

Work in the �rst half of this chapter has been published in collaboration with Im-

perial College London (Wilkinson et al., Chemical Science, 13, 28 (2021).[219]
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Chapter 6

Multi-Component Self-Assembled

Molecular-Electronic Films

This chapter describes experiments designed to grow multilayer organic �lms with

alternating molecular components. Speci�cally, we focus on the idea of `slippery

linkers' using rigid anthracene molecules and zinc porphyrin as the slippery linker.

Parts of this work have been published in Chemical Science, which will be clearly

stated in the results section.[220]

6.1 Introducing Slippery Linkers

It is well established that thiol strongly binds to gold, and the strong binding limits

its tunability. The binding energy between the two is more than 1 eV, which en-

hances the mechanical robustness but at the same time induces mechanical sti�ness

which controls phonon transport across the interface and cannot be tuned. Rigid

contacts also diminish the e�cacy of these designs in thermoelectric applications,

where the decoupling of electronic and thermal contributions presents an exciting

avenue in the fabrication of systems with high values for the thermoelectric �gure of

merit (ZT ).[221, 222, 223] Within this study, we aimed to overcome this limitation

by investigating new strategies towards the formation of thermoelectrically e�cient

devices containing highly asymmetric electrode-anchoring groups, which realize, for

the �rst time, QI enhancement of the thermoelectric properties of multi-layered
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Figure 72: Chemical structures of anthracene 1: (9,10-Di(4-
(ethynyl)thioanisole)anthracene), 2: (9-(4-(Ethynyl)pyridine)-10-(4-
(ethynyl)thioanisole)anthracene), 3: (9,10-Di(4-(ethynyl)pyridine)anthracene)
and 4: (1,5-Di(4-(ethynyl)pyridine)anthracene).

�lms. To achieve this, we aimed to assemble a system containing a highly conduc-

tive, and rigid `sticky' linker, that displays strong features of constructive quantum

interference (CQI) and bind this to a gold electrode at one end. The other end was

then bound to either a platinum electrode or a graphene-coated platinum electrode,

through the use of a `slippery' linker with an extended π-system, whose propensity

to π-stack with graphene should facilitate high-conductance, whilst limiting thermal

propagation associated with phonon transport (due to its non-covalent interaction).

The ability to create stacked multi-component assemblies, whilst preserving CQI, is

highly desirable. It has previously been demonstrated that the Seebeck coe�cient

of two C60 molecules stacked on top of each other is signi�cantly higher than that

of a single C60 and we were keen to investigate whether a similar e�ect could be

translated into asymmetric CQI-enhanced multi-component �lms.[24]

An asymmetric unimolecular system is synthetically challenging and would also be

unlikely to form well-ordered molecular �lms. We overcome this challenge through

the use of multi-component self-assembly. We fabricated multi-component systems

composed of, �rst, rigid molecular wires based around a central anthracene-core

(Figure 72) and secondly, a ZnTPP (zinc tetraphenylporphyrin) `slippery' linker.

The aim is to couple the metal centre of the ZnTPP to the exposed terminal group

of the assembled wire (Fig. 1(b)). These wires di�er in the nature of their ter-

minal groups, which contain thiomethyl�thiomethyl (1), thiomethyl�pyridyl (2) and
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Figure 73: A schematic representation of the junctions fabricated. Here, the bottom
contact is gold, either molecule 3 or 4 is the monolayer, P represents the porphyrin
monolayer, G represents measurements taken with a graphene-coated probe and Pt
represents a platinum-top contact.

pyridyl� pyridyl (3,4) termini, as well as in their connectivity around the anthracene

molecular core i.e. a 9,10-substitution pattern around the anthracene core (in 1�3)

vs. 1,5-substitution (in 4). These molecules were chosen because they can be assem-

bled to form well-ordered molecular �lms that demonstrate strong features of CQI

at room-temperature.[104, 224, 225, 226]

Solution-based NMR experiments were initially used to evaluate anthracenes' propen-

sity (1�3) to bind to ZnTPP. After observing that the dipyridyl species (3) bound

with the highest e�ciency, we assembled 3 and 4 into thin �lm materials and sub-

sequently deposited Zn-TPP on top. The thermoelectric properties of SAMs 3 and

4 were then evaluated, experimentally and theoretically, with and without the in-

clusion of a porphyrin cap, and utilizing di�erent platinum top contacts. Figure 73

shows the junctions we focussed on throughout the study to evaluate the hypothesis

of increased thermoelectric e�ciency. Here, Au represents the bottom gold substrate

and the number denotes a monolayer of the corresponding anthracene molecule in

Figure 72. To note, in some cases, SAMX will be used interchangeably with Au/X,

where X represents the numbered anthracene molecule.
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6.2 1H-NMR Coordination Studies

To �rst examine the viability of complex formation, collaborators from Imperial Col-

lege London, Troy Bennett and Nicholas Long, performed solution-based 1H-NMR

experiments on three of the di�erent termination groups: thiolmethyl/thiomethyl,

pyridyl/thiomethyl/ and pyridyl/pyridyl. For an in-depth analysis of these results,

please refer to the paper cited.[220] Brie�y mentioning the method, ZnTPP was

dissolved in CDCl3 and added to molecules 1-3 in both, a 1:1 ratio and 1:2 ZnTPP:2

ratio. These results were compared to 1H-NMR of the pure anthracene molecules

to detect any changes. Examining molecule 1, they found that there had been no

change in peak sizes or positions after the addition of ZnTPP, suggesting thiol-

methyl termini do not bind to ZnTPP. Molecule 2 with a mixture of the two func-

tional groups showed some interesting changes in combination with ZnTPP. Their

key �ndings are presented in Figure 74. For the ratio 1:1, the α and the β proton

relative to the nitrogen atom peaks experience an up�eld shift around 2.0 ppm from

∼8.6 ppm and ∼7.6 ppm (shown by the dashed line). In contrast to this, the α, β

protons attached to the thiol and the ones on the methyl group shifted with an ap-

proximately 0.7 ppm shift. This signi�es molecule 2 binds to the porphyrin through

its nitrogen atom, with peaks attributable to thioanisole associated protons shifting

only slightly, as a result of porphyrin coordination at the other end of the molecule.

They found similar trends for molecule 3 where a large up�eld shift was generated

for all the anthracene associated protons. These results show clear evidence of bind-

ing between the two molecules, and therefore provides good evidence that binding

should be possible within a multilayer SAM. This idea of multi-component SAMs is

therefore explored in the remainder of this chapter.

6.3 SAMs Growth and Formation

Anthracene and zinc porphyrin molecules were synthesised at Imperial College Lon-

don and were deposited onto Au(111) for SAM formation. Template stripped gold

was prepared following the procedure in Section 4.0.1. 1 mM solution of each

molecule 1 to 4 was dissolved in >99.5% toluene (purchased from Sigma Aldrich)

and deoxygenated for 10 minutes with nitrogen. Freshly cleaved template-stripped
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Figure 74: 1H-NMR spectra of (a) anthracene 2; and two other spectra of anthracene
2 and ZnTPP mix with a (b) 1:1 ratio, and (c) 2:1 ratio, respectively. Dashed line
represents the movement of pyridine-related protons and the solid line shows the
movement of thioanisole protons. * indicates the protons associated with porphyrin.
Results obtained from Bennett and Long.

gold was then immersed in the solution and incubated under a nitrogen atmosphere

for 24 hours. The substrate was rinsed thoroughly with toluene and IPA to remove

the physisorbed material. Following this, the sample was dried with, �rst, a nitrogen

gun, and then placed in a vacuum oven at 35°C with a pressure of ∼10-2 mbar to

evaporate any remaining solvent overnight. A solution of ZnTPP 100 µM in toluene

was made and the anthracene-Au sample was immersed for 20 minutes to deposit

the porphyrin layer.

The following topography images are of anthracene 1-4 after ZnTPP deposition and

were taken by Xintai Wang (Figure 75). Previous work by Wang et al. showed that

anthracene molecules form well-ordered monolayers.[104] The brighter spots visible

on the AFM images show ZnTPP interacting with the monolayer of anthracene

below. Evidently, there is little to no deposition of ZnTPP observed on anthracene

1 in comparison to anthracene 2, 3 and 4. SAM3 and SAM4 appear to have a more

continuous layer of ZnTPP as opposed to the SAM2 sample where it clusters.

Nano-scratching measurements were then performed (by Xintai Wang) on samples

2-4 (with ZnTPP) to determine the height di�erence between the scratched area

and non-scratched area indicating the thickness of SAMs formed (Figure 76). The

thickness of SAM3 was found to be 1.2 nm which indicates that the molecules are

standing upright with a tilt angle of 47°as the molecular length of anthracene 3 is
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Figure 75: Topography of the four anthracene molecules after ZnTPP (P) deposition:
(a) Au/SAM1/P (b) Au/SAM2/P (c) Au/SAM3/P (d) Au/SAM4/P.

around 1.9 nm. After ZnTPP deposition, the thickness was measured at 1.8 nm. The

thickness of a single layer of ZnTPP is ∼0.45 nm lying �at to the substrate.[227]

This is comparable with the di�erence found between SAM3 and SAM3/P. For

SAM4, the thickness was measured to be 1.1 nm with an increase of 0.6 nm for the

ZnTPP layer. The height of SAM4 indicates anthracene 4 has an average tilt angle

of 50°.

With QCM, AFM topography and nano-scratching, they identi�ed the order of

amount of ZnTPP deposited to be SAM1 < SAM3 ∼ SAM4 > SAM2, following the

same deposition procedure.

6.4 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

Each anthracene was deposited onto a gold substrate and examined by XPS before

and after ZnTPP exposure to observe any changes in the chemical environments

as a result of the complexation of the Zn core to anthracene anchor groups. An

area of the sample (350 µm × 700 µm) was chosen, small enough to avoid possible

multilayer deposition of ZnTPP and artefacts arising from template stripped gold.
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Figure 76: Nano-scratch images of (e) Au/SAM3 (f) Au/SAM3/P (g) Au/SAM2/P
(h) Au/SAM4/P. Images taken by Xintai Wang.

All spectra was calibrated using C-C as the reference peak with a binding energy of

284.8 eV. Figure 77 shows the sulphur region for both SAM1 and SAM1/P. In both

spectra, the typical characteristics of sulphur doublets can be seen. The doublets are

Gaussian-Lorentzian �tted with a splitting of 1.2 eV.[182] The �rst set of doublets

in SAM1 is found at 161.9 eV and 163.1 eV which arise due to the S 2p3/2 and S

2p1/2, respectively. These peaks will be assigned a 2:1 area ratio, corresponding to

4 electrons in the 2p3/2 level and 2 electrons in the latter. Sulphur chemisorbed to

gold is a well-studied process and from previous literature, the peak (green) arising

at 161.9 eV is attributed to bound sulphur to the surface.[211, 212, 183]. The second

set of doublets peaks at 162.98 and 164.17 eV, and aligns with the assignment of

the unbound free terminal SMe group.[110, 103] After deposition of the ZnTPP,

the bound sulphur peak is found at 161.86 eV and the unbound sulphur is found at

163.05 eV. Comparing the values before and after ZnTPP deposition, there are no

signi�cant shifts in energy, indicating that the sulphur groups are unchanged.

The area of the unbound and bound sulphur lies very close to a 1:1 ratio, indicating

equal amounts of sulphur bound to the substrate and `free' sulphur groups i.e. a
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Figure 77: XPS characterisation of SAM1 before (a) and after (a, b). Spectra (a)
and (b) show the sulphur 2p region where the blue curves represent unbound sulphur
and green shows the bound sulphur. (c) shows the Zinc 2p region, speci�cally the
2p 3/2 spin orbital.

uniform monolayer. This is to be expected from the chemical structure of anthracene

1.

Figure 77 shows the spectra in the Zinc 2p region after exposure to ZnTPP. There

were no peaks assigned here as the spectra was noisy. In comparison, the counts per

second are signi�cantly lower than those in the sulphur region. Both these points

show that there were no Zn molecules that remained on the surface after deposition.

This agrees with the �ndings observed in our 1H-NMR studies.

Anthracene 2 with thiol and pyridyl-terminal groups were examined in the S 2p

region and the N 1s region (Figure 78). Similarly to SAM1, the sulphur spectra

show the typical characteristics of bound and unbound sulphur groups. The bound

sulphur peaks at 161.89 eV, similar to SAM1. Likewise, the unbound sulphur atom is

found at a binding energy of 163.4 eV. The two S 2p spectra of SAM2 show a taller

peak S 2p1/2 peak for the unbound sulphur, causing the spectra to appear wider

(a smaller additional shoulder is observed). It is more prominent in this particular

anthracene SAM because the area between unbound and bound sulphur is not equal.
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Zn 2p region.

In this �lm, the area ratio is 2:1 unbound to bound sulphur, indicating that the thiol

group is not always chemisorbed onto the surface. After ZnTPP deposition, the ratio

gap becomes smaller at 1.5:1. This could be due to the solvent removing some of the

molecules from the monolayer. To support the evidence of a mixed layer forming,

XPS was taken in the N 1s range and is shown in Figure 78(a) and (b).

Considering SAM2, there are two peaks that can be seen in the N 1s region, which

are contributions from unbound nitrogen showing photoemission at 399.8 eV and

bound at 401.68 eV.[228, 183, 229, 230] This is in line with the previous results

in Chapter 5. The �lm shows a larger unbound nitrogen species, this could be

explained by the evidence of both terminal groups containing bound and unbound

species, strongly indicating the presence of a mixed layer formation. As reported

by Xintai Wang, the topography of the �lm formed with anthracene 2 is disordered

which could contribute to the abnormalities between the unbound and bound species

of sulphur and nitrogen in both cases.

After the addition of ZnTPP, there are no signi�cant energy changes in the sulphur

region however, an additional nitrogen peak appears at 398.4 eV. This arises because

of the quaternary nitrogen within the porphyrin macrocycle, showing evidence that
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ZnTPP is present on the sample.[231] To further support this fact, the zinc spectrum

is shown in Figure 78(e) and a major peak is visible at 1021.7 eV. This arises due

to the 2p 3/2 orbital of the Zinc. A peak can also be observed for the 2p 1/2 spin at

1044 eV, however as literature tends to compare the 2p 3/2 spin states, this peak is

omitted from the �gure.

Measurements on SAM3 also shown signi�cant Zn-N binding (Figure 79). Unbound

nitrogen is present at 399.7 eV and bound found at 401.5 eV. The Zn-N peak (blue

line) appears at 398.3 eV, with little di�erence in the energy shift compared to

SAM1 and SAM2. In most cases, the contribution from the unbound nitrogen is

much larger than the contribution from the bound nitrogen. Although this result

is unexpected it is not uncommon to �nd.[229, 231, 232, 233, 234] This is more

prevalent in ZnTPP capped samples and can be attributed to the fact that the

bound nitrogen is shielded from the x-ray by the larger porphyrin layers, increasing

the attenuation factor. Figure 79(a) also shows that SAM3 produces unequal areas

for the nitrogen peaks (1:1.5 bound to unbound). As the same with the porphyrin
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cap, as the molecule is `straight', the top nitrogen could be shielding the bottom

one slightly causing this di�erence.

The zinc peak present after the exposure arises at 1021.65 eV (Figure 79(c)), which

agrees with the Zn peak produced by SAM2. This implies further that a complex

will form between the ZnTPP and the nitrogen atoms of the anthracene.

Figure 80 shows the data recorded for SAM4 and SAM4/P. Bound nitrogen was

found at 401.53 eV and unbound was found at 399.22 eV. Again, these values are

similar to the previous data of SAM2 and SAM3, with no signi�cant energy changes.

The area ratio between these two peaks lies closer to 1:1 indicating a monolayer

coverage.

Comparing the N 1s spectra of SAM3/P and SAM4/P, the area found for nitrogen

within the porphyrin (398.3 eV and 398.5 eV, respectively) has a higher ratio in

the latter. This indicates a higher concentration of Zn on the surface of anthracene

4. The formation of the top layer could be more uniform and compact due to the
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`kink' in the anthracene structure, spacing out the anthracene molecules which in

turn aligns the ZnTPP capping layer better. This is in line with the QCM data

where the amount of molecules increased from approximately 8× 1017 for SAM3/P

to ∼10 ×1017 for SAM4/P.

Comparing the capped samples and the non-capped samples of SAMX and SAMX/P,

the area of the nitrogen peaks from the anthracene molecules tend to decrease as

we add ZnTPP to the sample. This is most likely when submersion of the already

prepared SAM in toluene, the toluene is removing some of the pristine layer.

Measurements taken in the Zn 2p region were recorded to con�rm the presence of

ZnTPP after deposition, shown in Figure 81. As we have seen, there has been evi-

dence of Zn on SAM2, 3 and 4. Although this con�rms that Zn is on the surface the

complexation forming between the porphyrin and the anthracene is not con�rmed.

Two controls were prepared, a reference of the ZnTPP powder and a SAM of ZnTPP

with no anthracene.

The Zn 2p3/2 peak arises at 1021.97 eV for a pure powder form of ZnTPP, which

aligns with the values commonly found in the literature.[235, 236] When deposited

as a monolayer on a gold substrate, there is little signi�cant shift in the binding

energy and a peak is emitted at 1022.11 eV. The di�erence in binding energy shifts

0.5 eV as we begin to expose ZnTPP onto anthracene layers, giving a binding energy

of 1021.54 eV for SAM3 and 1021.58 eV for SAM4. This shift in eV can be explained
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by the binding occurring between the zinc centre and the nitrogen terminal group.

This peak is only visible for anthracenes 2-4, supporting the AFM images taken

where little to no ZnTPP is visible on SAM1. Despite SAM2/P showing evidence

of nitrogen complexing, due to the mixed layer foundation, further characterisation

for this molecule and anthracene 1 was not carried out.

In addition to this if we assume that the Zn centre has complexed to the nitrogen

we should expect a peak from the Zn-N interaction in the N 1s region. The reason

this is not visible is due to the fact that the peaks emitted from the Au-N bond

lie at the same energy emitted as the Zn-N and the contribution of that exceed the

latter.[128]

6.5 I-V Characteristics and Electrical Transport Char-

acterisation

Electrical measurements were performed using the C-AFM set up described in Sec-

tion 4.1.3 with both Pt and graphene-coated AFM probes. The gold substrate acted

as a source and the probe as the drain. The probes were coated in a layer of graphene

using the Langmuir-Blodgett technique and their quality was checked against the

standard Pt Budget Sensor Multi75-G probes used in this study by Xintai Wang.

The radius of the graphene-coated was examined by SEM and was found to be

similar to that of a standard Budget Sensor radius of 25 nm.

After checking the topography of the samples, an area of the surface was selected

for investigation. The following electrical characterisations were only carried out

with molecules 3 and 4 due to the lack of evidence displaying ZnTPP complexing

to molecules 1 and 2. Figure 82 shows IV curves of anthracenes 3 and 4, with and

without the ZnTPP cap. The red line indicates the average current of the sample.

The curves display a typical semiconductor behaviour and by directly comparing

the two visually (SAMs vs SAMs/P) the conductivity slightly decreases.

All measurements taken with a graphene-coated probe were taken by Xintai Wang.

The conductance of a single molecule was estimated by scaling down from SAM by

using the RKJ model[206, 207]:
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Figure 82: Taken with Pt/Cr probe. I-V curves of monolayers 3 and 4 with and
without porphyrin caps. The red line shows the average curve of the statistical plots.

r = (F ×R× 1
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2
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Here r represents the contact radius, F is the loading force, R is the radius of the

probe, which was estimated to be 25 nm by SEM imaging v1 and v2 is the Poisson

ratio of the material and E1 and E2 are the Young's Modulus of the probe and sample

monolayer, respectively. The Young's Modulus was determined by PeakForce AFM

and it resulted around 2 GPa for the SAMs. Additional parameters were taken from

studies working on similar systems.

To gain more insight into the I-V characteristics, two-dimensional IV graphs are

constructed from >200 di�erent IV curves (Figure 82) by considering the di�erential,

dI/dV.
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Figure 83: Electrical conductance counter maps of anthracene 3 and its junctions.
Graphene-coated probe measurements were taken and extracted into histograms by
Xintai Wang.
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monolayers of the SAM formation of 3 and 4. Grey histograms involve a ZnTPP
cap.

The conductance values for SAM3 were scaled down to a single molecule. Through

the calculation in equation 6.2, the number of anthracene molecules contacted was

estimated to be 848 and with the ZnTPP capping, the junctions were estimated to be

212. Following this, the single molecular conductance ranged between 1.41 ×10−10

and 1.74 ×10−9 S. The statistical IV graphs of molecule 3 and its junctions are shown

in Figure 83. From this, the statistically-most-probable di�erential conductance was

evaluated at low bias voltages, between -0.05 V to 0.05 V and displayed in Figure

84. In both cases, we can clearly see, no matter the probe material, there was a

decrease in conductivity after the addition of the ZnTPP.

SAM3/Pt showed a log(G) of -9.16 S and SAM3/P/Pt was calculated at log(G) =

-9.49 S. The graphene counterparts of SAM3 and SAM3/P were found to be -8.76

and -9.85 S (log(G)), respectively. SAM4 also follows this trend after exposure to

ZnTPP where the log of the conductance values before and after are -9.70 and -10.10

S for a Pt probe, and -9.03 and -9.90 S for graphene, respectively (Figure 85 and

86).

The conductance (G) ratio between the anthracene SAMs and their porphyrin-

coupled structures was interpreted through the use of the following equation linking

the internal and interfacial resistances (R) within the junction:

GAnth

GAnthZnTPP

=
RSubstrate−Anth ×RAnth ×RZnTPP ×RZnTPP−Probe

RSubstrate−Anth ×RAnth ×RAnth−Probe
(6.3)
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In all cases, this ratio was higher than 1, as expected due to the additional resis-

tance arising in the junction from RZnTPP . Comparing the two probes, graphene

was expected to produce a lower ratio due to further π-stacking of the porphyrin and

graphene junction, which decreases the interfacial resistance RZnTPP−Probe. How-

ever, the opposite is observed and this is attributed to the higher binding energy

associated with graphene. The transport properties were theoretically calculated by

Colin Lambert's group at Lancaster University by using density functional theory

(more details can be found in the ESI cited [237]). The binding energy includ-

ing the graphene interface was calculated to be more than double of the junctions

without. The calculations were performed on SAM3 and connected to a gold elec-

trode. In both cases, the inclusion of the graphene layer in the junctions showed

a binding energy of 1 eV. SAM3-Au junction had a binding energy of 0.4 eV and

SAM3-ZnTPP-Au was calculated to be 0.5 eV, both signi�cantly lower than the

graphene-coated probes.

Interestingly, the theory shows that if the fraction of molecules making contact

with the electrodes is unchanged by the inclusion of the graphene layer, then we

should similarly see a decrease in conductance with the inclusion of the latter. This

suggests that the higher binding energy associated with the graphene layer increases

the fraction of molecules making contact with the top electrode.

SAM3 generally shows higher conductivity than SAM4 where the values are for a

Pt junction: -9.16 S and -9.70 S, accordingly. SAM3/G shows -8.76 compared to

SAM4/G at -9.03. This is also true when considering the porphyrin linkers, SAM3/P

lies at log(-9.49) S and SAM4/P at log(-10.10) S, SAM3/P/G displays conductance

at log(-9.85) S and SAM4/P/G at log(-9.90) S. Junctions of SAM3 and SAM3/P

formed with Pt showed a decrease of 5.9 and 6.4 % with respect to SAM4 and

SAM4/P, re�ecting the higher degree of constructive quantum interference in the

former.

This percentage di�erence is considerably lower for graphene-coated junctions where

the decrease between SAM3/G and SAM4/G is 3.08 % and SAM3/P/G and SAM4/P/G

is approximately 0.5 %. Although the percentage of enhancement is smaller with the

graphene probe, the overall conductance is higher than those taken with a Pt probe,
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Figure 85: Electrical conductance counter maps of anthracene 4 and its junctions.
Graphene data was collected by Xintai Wang.
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collected by Xintai Wang.
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despite the length of the molecular component of the junction. This suggests that

the graphene should be regarded as part of the electrode and that inelastic scattering

takes place within the graphene as well as the metallic part of the electrode.

6.6 Thermoelectric Characterisation

Seebeck results were determined of all molecule combinations of anthracene 3 and

4 with and without their ZnTPP linkers using both platinum and graphene coated

probes. The set-up used was described in Chapter 4.

The Seebeck measurement was obtained from a linear �t of thermal voltage, VTh,

vs. temperature di�erence between sample and probe, ∆T , at four di�erent tem-

peratures. It has been previously shown that the probe can be assumed to be at

room temperature due to its high thermal conductivity (Si is ∼150 W/mK) and

contact with a large thermal reservoir, in this case, the probe holder and body of

the microscope.[238]

The thermal voltage for anthracene 3 is plotted against the temperature di�erence

in Figure 87. A positive slope can be observed for all four of its junctions, therefore,

resulting in a negative Seebeck value according to the equation: S = ∆V
∆T

. The

measured Seebeck for SAM3/Pt and SAM3/P/Pt was found at -1.22 ± 0.3 and -

1.25 ± 0.2 µV/K, respectively. This result was unexpected as theoretical predictions

suggested a greater decrease with ZnTPP, showing that experimentally, the addition

of ZnTPP has little e�ect on the thermopower. DFT calculations also predict an

improvement of the Seebeck coe�cient after porphyrin deposition using a graphene

electrode. The theoretical values were expected to come to -9.4 µV/K for just

anthracene and -15.1 µV/K with the porphyrin cap, an enhancement of 60.6%.

Experimentally, the trend followed what was expected and SAM3/P/G gave a larger

Seebeck coe�cient than SAM3/G. The results were reported to be SAM3/G = -8.8±

0.5 µV/K and SAM3/P/G = -12.9 ± 2.0 µV/K, which gave a 46.6% di�erence.

The thermal voltage vs temperature di�erence was then plotted for anthracene 4

in Figure 88. Likewise, the Seebeck obtained for these samples was also negative

suggesting that the Fermi levels of both the anthracenes junctions lie closer to the
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Figure 87: Thermoelectric characterisation of anthracene 3 and its counterparts.
Graphene measurements conducted by Xintai Wang.

LUMO resonance of the molecule. This is to be expected due to the presence of

pyridyl anchors. SAM4/Pt shows a positive gradient of -5.35 ± 1.3 µV/K whilst

SAM4/P/Pt gives a gradient of -12.58 ± 1.3 µV/K. However, the theoretical calcula-

tions of the Seebeck indicates there is no signi�cant e�ect on the Seebeck coe�cient.

The anthracene 4 and ZnTPP complex is capable of an enhancement of ∼135%. On

the other hand, graphene-coated probes were estimated to have an increase of 46.2%

increase in Seebeck. Experiments showed SAM4/G to have a value of -7.4 ± 1.6

µV/K and SAM4/P/G -16.8 ± 2.2 µV/K, resulting in a 127% improvement.

Graphene-coated probes all achieved a greater Seebeck than the Pt probes. A reason

for this could be due to stronger interaction between the graphene and the molecules,

increasing the coupling. The graphene also provides another π-layer in addition to

the ZnTPP which will decrease the phonon transport across the junction.

Comparing SAM3 and 4, in most cases, anthracene 4 produces the most ther-

mopower out of the two. From previous studies, this lies in the connectivity around

the anthracene core and can also be observed by DFT.[104] The transmission coe�-

cient curves are calculated by collaborators at Lancaster University. They were ob-
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Figure 88: Thermoelectric characterisation of anthracene 4 and its counterparts.
Graphene measurements conducted by Xintai Wang.

tained using the Gollum transport code, and comparisons between experiment and

theory revealed that electron transport through polyaromatic hydrocarbons takes

place near the middle of the energy gap between the highest occupied molecular

orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO).[221] These

curves are displayed in Figure 89. The SAMs formed prior to the porphyrin layer

all display common characteristics of constructive quantum interference whereas

the inclusion of the porphyrin layer shows destructive interference. As a note, the

theoretical analysis of the conductance indicated higher conductance values for an-

thracene 3 and can be visually seen where anthracene 4 has a lower log T(E) than

3. The experimental conductance results are in agreement with the DFT.

As the Seebeck is related to the gradient of the transmission function of the junction

at the Fermi level, it is to be expected that the latter formation should produce

a steeper slope due to the nature of DQI curves. The presence of the ZnTPP

sandwiched between the electrode and the `sticky' anthracene layer disperses some

of the phonons and in turn, improves the Seebeck output. This is in line with almost

all the experimental studies performed besides anthracene 3 and Pt probes. One of

the possible reasons for poor Seebeck results concerning molecule 3 and Pt must lie
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Figure 89: Zero-bias transmission coe�cient T(E) of all eight junctions against
electron energy, E. (Data courtesy of Lambert et al.)

within the contact area of the Pt probe and the molecule contact. The theoretical

models were calculated with the tip directly in contact with the Zn centre, if this

is the case experimentally, the practical results should re�ect this. However, it is

more than likely due to the structural di�erence in the anthracene molecule and

its interaction with the Pt probe. The packing density for SAM3 is an order of

magnitude higher than SAM4 according to the QCM results, which would lead to

stronger intermolecular interactions in SAM3. Therefore, the overlapping of the

pi-pi orbitals between neighbouring molecules means that this could shift frontier

molecular orbital energies relative to the Fermi energy of the electrode, resulting in a

minimal change of the slope of the transmission function at the Fermi energy.

6.7 Discussion and Summary of Findings

This chapter has shown that utilising multi-layered self-assembly and asymmetric

design, the Seebeck coe�cients of self-assembled monolayers have the possibility of

being enhanced. Solution-based NMR experiments were used successfully to pre-

dict the ability of a series of anthracene-based molecular wires to bind to a por-

phyrin. Through this binding, SAMs of these molecules were able to stabilise the

addition of a porphyrin layer to their top face. These SAMs were characterised

extensively through the use of AFM and XPS both with and without the inclusion
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(a) (b)

Figure 90: (a) Electrical properties and (b) thermoelectrical properties of the 8 di�er-
ent junctions. Blue square represents experimental results obtained for Au/SAM3,
blue triangle shows its theoretical predictions, red circle is assigned to experimen-
tal values obtained for SAM4 and pink triangles are the theoretical prediction for
SAM4. Graphene data was collected by Xintai Wang.

of ZnTPP, con�rming the discrete structure of these systems and demonstrating a

clear translation between the binding behaviour of the molecules in solution and at

the mesoscopic scale on a surface.

The key electrical and thermoelectrical results are summarised in Figure 90. Starting

from the anthracene-based SAMs from 3 or 4, the conductance decreases after the

addition of a porphyrin layer, which is expected. Anthracene 4 is predicted to have

lower conductance values due to the smaller CQI e�ects associated with the 1,5 con-

nectivity around the anthracene core. The inclusion of a graphene layer has shown

improvements in the conductance when moving from SAMX/Pt to SAMX/G/Pt

whereas SAM4/P/Pt to SAM4/P/G/Pt yields almost no change in conductance,

suggesting that the assumption that the transport is phase coherent is incorrect. In

the Landauer theory of electron transport, electrons are assumed to pass through

a molecule, without undergoing inelastic scattering, i.e. their energy is conserved

and they are said to remain phase-coherent. In such a theory, the electrons lose

coherence by undergoing inelastic scattering in the electrodes. Provided electrons

undergo phase-coherent tunnelling as they pass through the molecule, the conduc-

tance should decay exponentially with length. Therefore, the predictions for X/P/G

were found to be lower as they followed this assumption.
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The di�erence in the probe surface also in�uences its conductance and thermoelec-

tric properties. The π-system in the graphene will interact with the headgroups and

the π-system in the porphyrin. The only junction in which we do not observe an

enhancement is the electrical conductance between SAM3/P and SAM3/P/G. This

indicates that the metallic bonding occurring between Pt and porphyrin molecules

is able to facilitate electronic transport better than its graphene counterparts. Ad-

ditionally, any changes in the curvature can cause discrepancies in the conductance

when modifying the probe. For example, if the radius of curvature decreases, there

will be fewer molecules contacted in the junction, which would in turn cause the

conductance to fall, as seen.

When starting with SAMs formed from anthracene 3 and 4, subsequent addition of

either a porphyrin layer or a graphene layer can act to signi�cantly increase their

Seebeck coe�cients. Though we note that this is dependent on the underlying struc-

ture. The addition of the porphyrin layer to SAM3/4 enhances the Seebeck by 2.4%

and 135.14%. XPS shows results that the ratio of ZnTPP capping to anthracene

molecule is lower for SAM3/P than SAM4/P. It is highly likely a lot of anthracenes

in SAM3 remain uncapped. This would explain the large percentage di�erence

in enhancement. The addition of both graphene and porphyrin leads to a further

increase of 46.6% for SAM3 and 127.02% for SAM4. As mentioned earlier, these dif-

ferences are attributed to the structural composition of the anthracenes. As for the

di�erences between SAM3/Pt, SAM3/P/Pt and SAM3/G, SAM3/P/G, the π − π

interactions of the graphene and porphyrin could encourage the phonon suppressing

qualities needed for a larger Seebeck coe�cient. The highest Seebeck coe�cient

achieved for Pt probes was from SAM4/P/Pt at -12.58 µV/K. For graphene probes,

the highest was also from SAM4/P/G junction giving a Seebeck of -16.8 µV/K.

From these results, it is evident that anthracene 4 performs the best in terms of

providing the highest Seebeck enhancement out of the two structures no matter the

top electrode material, indicating that this connectivity will suppress the thermal

conductivity more e�ciently than anthracene 3.
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Chapter 7

Layer-by-layer Assembly on

Porphyrin and Phthalocyanines

Templates

Here we expand on the ideas from Chapter 6 to examine methods for growing 3D

molecular architectures. We explore combinations of deposition techniques to ex-

plore a series of porphyrin and phthalocyanine monolayers designed as surface tem-

plates for second layer molecular growth.

7.1 Porphyrin and Phthalocyanines

Porphyrins take part in many processes in nature, some examples include an iron(III)

porphyrin centre enabling oxygen transport in the human blood and manganese(II)

porphyrins are used in chlorophyll for energy conversion. Besides their important

role in nature, they are also widely used in material science due to their thermal sta-

bility and robustness.[239] The planar nature of the structure with its pi-system al-

lows for various intermolecular interactions to arise, for example, addition of pyridyl

or cyano ligands allow the molecule to bond to the surface with di�erent bond-

ing motifs such as by hydrogen bonding and/or metal-coordination bonding.[240,

241]

Similar to porphyrins, phthalocyanines are also aromatic with an 18 conjugated π-
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Figure 91: Chemical structure of Zinc tetraphenylporphyrin (ZnTPP) (left) and iron
phthalocyanine (FePc) (right).

electrons system (Figure 91). They are more chemically stable than porphyrins and,

for practicability purposes, cheaper. This system forms a planar ring and both can

form metal complexes. For this reason, both molecules found their way into related

research areas e.g. solar cells, photocatalysis and energy storage etc.[242, 243, 244,

245]

Chapter 6 established metal coordination between zinc and nitrogen was possible and

thus, Figure 92 shows the linker molecules chosen for this particular study. Firstly,

the study began with 4,4'-(1,4-Phenylenedi-2,1-ethynediyl)dipyridine (BipyOPE3)

and ZnTPP as this junction is similar to Chapter 6. BipyOPE3 was chosen due to its

similarities in length and rigidity as the anthracene molecules we experimented with.

As we continued with this work, smaller molecules were chosen for experimentation

due to the formation of phase separation between the porphyrin and BipyOPE3,

discussed below. We have Figure 92b, BipyOPE2. BipyOPE2 is a smaller variant

of BipyOPE3 and should have a more favourable upright formation.

As phase separation became an issue for ZnTPP and BipyOPE3, inspirations were

drawn from Isvoranu's studies where similarly a nitrogen atom bonded to a metal

centre.[128, 246] Thin �lms of iron phthalocyanine (FePc) were prepared by vacuum

sublimation, followed by a molecule with a nitrogen terminal group (pyridine and

ammonia) was then deposited onto the existing layer and examined by XPS. In

both cases where ammonia and pyridine were used, XPS showed that the total full

width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the Fe 2p peak becomes narrower indicating
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Figure 92: Bipyridine derivatives: (a) BipyOPE3: 4,4'-(1,4-Phenylenedi-2,1-
ethynediyl)dipyridine (BipyOPE), (b) BipyOPE2: 4,4'-(ethyne-1,2-diyl)dipyridine.
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Figure 93: Schematic of desired junction. Here, x can be replaced by any of the other
bipyridine derivatives from Figure 92 and y can be replaced by iron phthalocyanine.

high chances of adsorption occurring between the iron core and the lone pair of

the nitrogen atom. Here, they assign they explain the narrowing is partly due to

the decoupling of the iron core from the Au(111) substrate and additionally due to

ligand �eld splitting, forming a low-spin compound. Thus, the later sections of this

chapter will involve replacing the ZnTPP monolayer with a FePc monolayer.

The junction we are intending to prepare is shown in Figure 93. Where the bot-

tom layer of porphyrin (y) is prepared under vacuum, creating a highly-ordered

nanoporous network which will align more with the expectations calculated from

DFT, and as we have established, a non-uniform layer will negatively a�ect the

electrical properties of the SAMs.
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Figure 94: QCM rate of ZnTPP deposition in UHV. The di�erence in thickness
against the temperature of the crucible, shown by the thermocouple.

7.2 Optimising Zinc Tetraphenylporphyrin (ZnTPP)

Thermally Evaporated Monolayer

In this particular section, experimental procedures involving zinc tetraphenylpor-

phyrin (ZnTPP) samples were made by thermal sublimation in UHV. ZnTPP was

purchased from Sigma Aldrich with a purity of ≥97.5%. The molecular powder

was introduced into a crucible as described in Section 4.0.3, and puri�ed through a

QCM-monitored sublimation process as described below.

First the thermal sublimation growth was monitored by QCM in vacuum to deter-

mine the deposition temperature using a gold coated crystal (diameter 14mm with

frequency of 6 MHz). The rate of deposition was determined using INFICON STM-

2XM and recorded correspondingly to the table below at regular time intervals of

10 minutes after reaching the desired temperature di�erence (∼5°C).

As shown in Figure 94, a signi�cant deposition rate was observed at ∼220°C, indi-

cating a high rate of molecular evaporation corresponding to the ZnTPP powder. A

few depositions were attempted with a range of temperatures between ∼210-230°C

at a constant time. Determining the ideal parameters for a monolayer deposition

requires a rigorous and systematic approach whereby ZnTPP was deposited at its

sublimation temperature (from QCM results) for 10-15 minutes and characterised

by AFM with a NuNano SCOUT 70 Si probe with a tip radius of 5 nm. Once the

thickness of the layers was determined, the time of deposition and/or deposition
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(a) (b)

Figure 95: AFM scans of multi-layer ZnTPP taken by Leo Forcieri. (a) 1 µm scan
(b) 500 nm scan.

(a) (b)

Figure 96: AFM scans of mono-layer ZnTPP. (a) 1 µm scan (b) 500 nm scan.

temperature would be adjusted for optimisation.

Tetraphenylporphyrin molecules with and without the metal centre self-assemble

into a stable order that resembles close to a square unit cell due to the in-plane

interactions of the phenyl groups. The macrocycle will typically stay �at and lie on

the surface of the substrate and has been shown in a few studies using STM.[247,

248, 249, 250]

Figure 95 shows images from the beginning of the optimisation process. The large

islands formed were up to 300 nm in length and had a height of approximately

1.7 nm, strongly indicating the formation of at least a third layer or more, if we

take into account the thickness of a singular porphyrin molecule should equal close

to 300 pm. The porphyrin islands show some square characteristics as expected

from the literature. It has been previously con�rmed by STM that the second layer

of ZnTPP would epitaxially form on the �rst layer, which indicates the growth of
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more than two layers as we presumed.[250] We can visibly see the SK growth mode

happening as the layers start to lose their square shape due to the sample having

high molecular coverage. The perpendicular substrate-molecule interaction becomes

weaker and the molecular arrangement starts to cluster as opposed to packing closely

together, forming small circular islands that reached around ∼5 nm tall. It is widely

believed that the governing forces that stabilise the formation of this planar network

are due to intermolecular forces since the VdW forces between the substrate and the

porphyrin are weaker.[247] The smaller faded islands show consistently a height of

∼0.3 nm, which indicates a single layer of porphyrin. The height of these single

layers suggests that the porphyrin molecule lies planar to the surface as expected

and can be deduced due to the width of the porphyrin molecule being approximately

1.4 nm.

Another point to suggest a large amount of ZnTPP was deposited is the large terraces

clean gold typically presents is unclear in this sample as opposed to a submonolayer

of ZnTPP deposited where the surface can be distinguished as seen in Figure 96. A

previous study by Ruggieri et al. demonstrated that the gold substrate morphology

is undisturbed by the addition of ZnTPP at room temperature.[248] The island

sizes here reached around the same length of around 300 nm, however, they were

consistently found to be between 0.3-0.4 nm tall. Au(111) terraces have a nominal

height of around 0.23 nm.[251] Taking this into account, and the XPS analysis

presented later, we can be sure what we are observing is molecules and not the

surface substrate.

Figure 98(a) shows a high-resolution AFM image of the visibly highly ordered molec-

ular network, where a single unit of ZnTPP can almost be seen. The molecular ar-

rangement is represented in Figure 98(b) by space-�lling models with the porphyrin

macrocycle face-on and the phenyl groups rotated as the bonds naturally allow.

The line selection was chosen for an area with the least amount of thermal drift

and therefore, the distances between the unit cells were measured for comparison

with the literature. Line pro�le 1 (Figure 98(c)) was taken from the top left to

the bottom right and showed a distance of 1.2 nm from peak to peak on average

whereas line pro�le 2 (Figure 98(d)) showed a dimension of 1.4 nm, on average. Line

pro�le 2 shows a slightly larger gap than previously reported whereby the distance
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Figure 97: Line pro�les of ZnTPP islands on a monolayer sample. 1 and 2 show the
height of the single layer of islands at 0.309 nm and 0.318 nm, respectively. Line
pro�le 3 shows the height of a gold terrace of the substrate, height ∼0.233 nm.
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Figure 98: (a) 30 nm scan on top of a ZnTPP island showing the square units of the
pophyrin network image scanned by Leo Forcieri. (b) Space-�lling models ZnTPP
molecular arrangement adapted from Zhang et al.[247] (c) Line pro�le 1 and (d)
Line pro�le 2.

is typically found to be 1.3 nm.[248, 247] This indicates that the thermal drift runs

parallel to line pro�le 2.

7.3 Thermal Evaporation of BipyOPE3 UHV

After optimisation of the ZnTPP layer, we began to experiment with BipyOPE3.

First, the sublimation temperature of the molecule had to be checked by QCM and

deposition time had to be estimated. The QCM data is shown below in Figure 99.

Following the procedure for optimising the ZnTPP monolayer, the �nal parame-

ters were BipyOPE3 was deposited for 15 minutes at a sublimation temperature of

75°C.

The following scans show BipyOPE3 deposited on sputtered and annealed Au(111)

(Figure 100). As the scan size decreases, BipyOPE3 becomes more visible and

appears to arrange in a linear formation. Figure 100c and 100d show some kind of
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Figure 99: QCM rate of BipyOPE3 deposition in UHV. The di�erence in thickness
against the temperature of the crucible, shown by the thermocouple.

artefact which shows that the height is inverted. We know this only inverted the

height and that the features on the surface were not a�ected as Figure 100b and

100c are taken at very similar scan sizes which, in both cases, show the evidence of

bipyridine assembling on the surface.

Figure 101(a) shows a 180 nm scan with relevant line pro�les across the molecules.

The height of these `stripes' from the gold substrate range between 0.15-0.2 nm.

This strongly indicates that the phenyl groups of the bipyridine molecule are lying

�at on the gold surface and not standing upright as expected when self-assembling in

solution. The molecular length of a fully extended BipyOPE3 molecule is calculated

to be 1.6 nm from the centre of one nitrogen atom to the centre of other nitrogen.[87]

The dimensions of BipyOPE3 are shown in Figure 101(b). From this, we can deduce

both nitrogen atoms interact with the gold substrate and is likely to be from VdW

forces due to the geometry of the nitrogen atom.

Measuring the length between peak to peak shown in the line pro�les in Figure 101(c)

and (d), we can deduce that gap between each `stripe' is approximately 4 nm. If

we presume that the length of the bipyridine molecule from the nitrogen atom on

the phenyl ring to the nitrogen atom on the opposing side to be ∼ 1.6 nm, we can

assume that each line represents two bipyridine molecules attached together end-to-

end, equating to approximately be 3.2 nm across, not accounting for the interacting

forces between the two molecules. As these images have not compensated for the

thermal drift, it is also possible that the true value between the peaks lies closer to
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 100: AFM scans of mono-layer BipyOPE3 on Au(111). (a) 2 µm scan, (b)
550 nm scan, (c) 500 nm scan and (d) 180 nm scan.

3.2 than measured.

The assembly pattern of BipyOPE3 is not well studied in vacuum, however, is more

commonly found in the �eld of SAMs and molecular junctions.[174, 252, 69] In

contrast to thermal deposition, the bond formation found in these papers reports

the molecule standing upright where only one of the nitrogen atoms bonds to the

gold surface. We return to a detailed description of OPE3-Au(111) binding in the

next section.
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Figure 101: (a) 180 nm scan of BipyOPE3 showing the location of line pro�le 1 and
2 (b) Ball and stick structure of BipyOPE3 and the calculated length and width (c)
Line pro�le 1 and (d) Line pro�le 2.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 102: AFM scans of BipyOPE3 on ZnTPP Au(111). (a) 5 µm scan, (b) 850
nm scan, (c) 500 nm scan and (d) 200 nm scan.

7.4 Layer-by-layer Assembly of ZnTPP and Bipy-

OPE3

7.4.1 Thermally Evaporated ZnTPP with Thermally Evapo-

rated BipyOPE3

After achieving monolayers of both molecules, to form a complex (Figure 93), Bipy-

OPE3 was deposited shortly after forming a monolayer of ZnTPP, both deposited

via thermal sublimation. The results are shown in Figure 102. The larger scans show

clearly the gold terraces, indicating the amount deposited was not too much.

At larger scan sizes of 850 nm, the typical characteristics of ZnTPP islands can be

recognised. These islands were similar sizes to the islands observed on a monolayer of

ZnTPP, between 20 nm and 300 nm. As we approach 500 nm and less scan size, the

striped characteristic of BipyOPE3 can be seen sitting between the ZnTPP islands.

The length from peak to peak is in line with previous results ∼4 nm separation with

heights at 15 pm.
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Figure 103: 120 nm AFM scan of ZnTPP + BipyOPE3 in contrasting colours to
highlight (a) the ZnTPP network on the surface (b) the bipyridine formation on the
surface. Data courtesy of Leo Forcieri.

Figure 103 shows high-resolution scans of both molecules, highlighting the network

of (a) ZnTPP and (b) BipyOPE3. The bottom left of Figure 103(a) displays the

square porphyrin network as seen on a monolayer of ZnTPP. Figure 103(b) supports

the theory of the packing order mentioned in the previous section, displaying the

distinct stripes with ∼4 nm peak-to-peak distance as expected. Along the stripes,

smaller distinct lines are visible in a perpendicular orientation to the stripe. A visual

representation of this is displayed in Figure 104. Following the optimised geometry

of an Au(111) surface found in Izzaouihda's work, here we reconstruct the surface to

attempt to explain the packing formation.[253] Each BipyOPE3 molecule was placed

onto adsorption sites common for gold surfaces, top, bridge or hollow sites.[254] The

�gure shows two large circles (pink and green) encompassing two di�erent ways in

which the bipyridine could pack. The arrangement of the bipyridines shows that if

they are likely to pack as a couple, for example, if column 1 is packed with column

2 (and 3 with 4), the peak-to-peak distance from the middle of the two is found

close to 4 nm. The troughs of the line pro�le are assumed to be due to the larger

distance between the bipyridine pair. Through AFM analysis, it is assumed that the

gap between the horizontal bipyridine molecules is between 1.5 nm to 2 nm apart.

Taking into consideration the width of the molecule, which is approximately 430

pm, we assume that BipyOPE3 has a tendency to pack in formations of 3 or 4 as

shown in the �gure.
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Figure 104: Two possible packing formations of BipyOPE3, shown in the green and
pink ovals, overlayed on an Au(111) substrate. Green oval: BipyOPE3 aligned at
the nitrogen anchor groups. Pink oval: staggered packing where the nitrogen atoms
are misaligned. (Yellow circles represent gold atoms, grey circles are carbon atoms,
blue atoms show the nitrogen atoms and white circles are hydrogen atoms.)

Within the green oval, the bipyridines are packed in a way where the nitrogen

atoms are aligned with each other and show four rows of bipyridine which would

approximately be 2 nm wide. The pink oval shows a possible conformation where the

bipyridine pairs are staggered across three di�erent columns which would represent

∼1.5 nm.

Both components are clearly visible and show no evidence of interacting with each

other. Following the evidence of both ZnTPP and BipyOPE3 being deposited, the

main challenge was to overcome the phase separation of the two molecules and en-

courage complexation between the zinc and nitrogen. As the study from Isvoranu

suggests, depositing the pyridine on a warm substrate, around 190°C, could provide

the molecules with enough activation energy to interact. Thus, we then experi-

mented with post-annealing the substrate in vacuum after deposition.[128]

After all options for vacuum deposition was exhausted, including post-annealing with
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Figure 105: 2 µM AFM scan of a monolayer of ZnTPP deposited in UHV and
immersed in a solution of BipyOPE3 for following deposition.

no signi�cant �ndings, we attempted to self assemble a monolayer of BipyOPE3 in

solution after initially putting down a layer of ZnTPP in vacuum.

7.4.2 Thermally Evaporated ZnTPP with Solution Self-Assembly

Growth of BipyOPE3

To overcome the phase seperation observed in the previous section, we tested second

layer deposition of OPE using solution self-assembly. The challenge when combining

these two methods of deposition lies in keeping the highly ordered thermally grown

ZnTPP template layer undisturbed by the solvent needed for self assembly. Much

of this section includes experimenting with various solvents for a range of deposition

times and characterising with XPS.

Figure 105 shows the self-assembly of BipyOPE3 following the formation of a ZnTPP

monolayer on a gold substrate and the two corresponding line pro�les attached. The

solvent used here was toluene with a concentration of 1 mmol.

The heights of these newly formed islands are around 6 nm to 14 nm high (line

pro�le 1). There becomes no evidence of the well-ordered ZnTPP as before. The

smaller islands are 1.3 - 2 nm tall which we can either attribute to a cluster of

standing bipyridines or a cluster of ZnTPP molecules. Nonetheless, it is clear that

there becomes a non-uniform layer of what we assume to be a mixture of ZnTPP

and bipyridine. Ideally, this sample would have been placed for characterisation in

XPS to con�rm the presence of both molecules.
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Vacuum and vacuum deposition and vacuum and solution deposition pose two dif-

ferent challenges which would need overcoming to achieve the �nal desired junction.

With both molecules thermally deposited there is clear evidence through AFM imag-

ing that both molecules are present on the surface and both appear to have a stronger

a�nity to the gold substrate rather than each other. To counteract this, the second

method of deposition after depositing the initial ZnTPP layer was to encourage the

bipyridine to complex to the monolayer through self-assembly. From this method,

characterisation through AFM showed that the solution phase disturbs the well-

ordered layer put down and the sample is non-consistent.

7.5 Thermally Evaporated ZnTPP with Solution Self-

Assembly Growth of BipyOPE2

After many trials and errors in attempting to facilitate the complexation between

the nitrogen and the zinc centre, BipyOPE2 was chosen for experimentation instead.

This molecule was chosen as it is smaller in size which would help movement in so-

lution and have shorter deposition times in order to form well-ordered SAMs. In

addition to this, it holds the same functional anchor groups as previously experi-

mented molecules do. The shorter deposition times will be bene�cial as we hope that

it would leave less time to disturb the porphyrin monolayers. As we did with ZnTPP

and BipyOPE3, �rst the ZnTPP layer was thermally deposited onto Au(111) and

subsequently placed in a solution of BipyOPE2 with a 4:1 mix of ethanol: toluene

for 20 minutes.

Again, we see here no clear evidence of ZnTPP islands, however, the sample appears

more uniform than previous results observed with BipyOPE3. The heights of the

peaks visible ranged between 300 to 900 pm. A scratch test was performed showing

the heights from the substrate to the highest peaks were 1.1 nm and considering the

length of BipyOPE2 is 1 nm, this strongly suggests that the molecules are bound

to the gold through the nitrogen motif. As nothing conclusive can be determined

through these images, further characterisation is needed to con�rm the presence of

ZnTPP and BipyOPE2.
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Figure 106: 500 nm AFM scan of a monolayer of ZnTPP deposited in UHV and
immersed in a solution of BipyOPE2 for following deposition. Top right: Line
pro�le of the corresponding line in the AFM image. Bottom right: Line pro�le of a
nanoscratch image showing the thickness. (Scan not shown.)

7.5.1 XPS Characterisation of N-Zn Metal Organic Bind-

ing

Following these results, the XPS was used as a tool to check the binding between

the zinc centre and nitrogen. Samples were then fabricated with a change in the

BipyOPE2 deposition method each time. Various deposition times and solvents for

washing were tested to encourage the ZnTPP monolayer to remain on the surface.

The binding energies found for Zn 2p3/2 and N 1s are summarised in Table 7.1.

Here, the notations are as follows (THF)EtOH represents solutions of ethanol mixed

with 0.2 mL of THF and 4.8 mL of ethanol. For the samples which do not state a

deposition time, the samples were immersed for 20 minutes. Where the label is THF

+ EtOH, the mix is 1:4 ratio for the solvent. By decreasing the volume of THF, we

hoped that the ZnTPP layer would be less likely to react with the THF molecules.

The results show that all samples made contained some amount of ZnTPP due to

the peaks arising in the Zn 2p region. The majority of the methods gave a Zn 2p3/2

peak close to 1022.0 eV indicating no signi�cant changes were made to the structure

of the ZnTPP layer. Comparing the emissions found from Chapter 6, evidence of

zinc complexing to nitrogen should typically lie at approximately 1021.5 eV. Here,

the sample submerged in (THF)EtOH gave the closest emission to a Zn-N bond at
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Table 7.1: Table of samples involving ZnTPP and BipyOPE2 and the corresponding
binding energy peaks for Zn 2p region and N 1s region.

Sample Info Zn 2p3/2 (eV) N 1s (eV)

Reference ZnTPP Monolayer 1022.10 400.05

Times

30 sec 1021.77 399.99
1 min 1022.10 399.95
5 min 1021.96 400.08
20 min 1021.69 399.24
1 hr 1022.00 401.41
1 hr (control) 1022.25 400.38

Washes

THF + EtOH 1021.98 400.10
None 1021.67 399.79
EtOH 1021.90 400.07
(THF)EtOH 1021.99 399.80

Solvents
(THF)EtOH 1021.56 399.80
THF + EtOH 1022.07 400.10
EtOH 1022.18 399.88

1021.56 eV. The N 1s peak lies within the range of all other samples prepared.

7.6 Optimising FePc Monolayer

Firstly, the procedure for depositing a single monolayer of FePc was optimised by

a trial and error method as mentioned above for ZnTPP. FePc was deposited at

a temperature of 275°C for 10 minutes. Similar to the literature, the sample was

then annealed to arrive at a single layer of FePc, utilising the di�erent desorption

temperatures of multilayers and monolayers. Figure 107 shows the results of this

process.

FePc typically forms close-packed islands on metals, similar to ZnTPP. FePc has

been observed by STM and has been found to have high mobility on an Au(111)

surface.[255] The four lobes of the FePc lie parallel to the metal surface with a

protrusion at the centre. At around a third of a monolayer, the adsorbed FePc

molecules are dispersed across the Au(111) substrate, suggesting a long-range re-

pulsive molecule-molecule interaction mediated by the substrate surface.[256] The

bond between the Au substrate and the FePc macrocycle is largely dominated by

Van der Waals interactions although previous studies have shown that a weak chem-
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Figure 107: 1 µM (left) and 500 µM (right) AFM scan of a FePc monolayer.

ical bond forms between the iron core and Au substrate.[246]

Metal phthalocyanines can conform to a planar or non-planar shape depending on

the metal centre of the molecule. For example, metals such as Sn and Pb have a

large atomic area, which does not completely �t into the centre of the Pc skeleton,

resulting in a non-planar molecule. Iron is smaller in size and hence is considered

a planar molecule.[257] The thickness of FePc is thinner than that of ZnTPP and

was measured to be around just less than 200 pm. We can deduce this from the line

pro�le shown in Figure 107, as the height of Au(111) steps equal to 230 pm.

7.7 Combining FePc + BipyOPE3

After optimising the FePc monolayer, similar methods were used to self-assemble

BipyOPE3 onto the surface. Here, BipyOPE3 was dissolved in a solution of THF

and ethanol, 1:4 mix. The deposition times were varied and placed in the XPS to

monitor the Fe 2p and N 1s region to con�rm the presence of FePc islands, shown

in Figure 108 and 109. As it can be seen, as the deposition times become longer,

the intensity of both Fe 2p and N 1s peaks drops. This indicates that the solvent is
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Figure 108: XPS spectra of the Fe 2p region of FePc + BipyOPE3.
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Figure 109: XPS spectra of the N 1s region of FePc + BipyOPE3. Left: normalised
peaks, right: spectra adjusted to the same scale.

gradually removing the FePc monolayer as we immerse the substrate in the solvent.

As the nitrogen on the surface is also decreasing, this suggests a little to no amount

of BipyOPE2 is binding to the gold surface. Following the study by Isvoranu, the

Fe 2p peak should become signi�cantly narrower as evidence of nitrogen complexing

to Fe.

In these particular cases, the total full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the Fe

2p3/2 signal of a FePc monolayer lies at approximately 4.3 eV, decreasing to 4.1 eV

at 4 hour deposition and then increasing to 4.8 eV at 24 hours. With no signi�cant

reduction after exposure to bipyridine, this suggests no successful complexation

occurring.

Figure 109 shows two spectra in the N 1s region, the spectrum on the left shows

normalised peaks found in the N 1s region and the spectrum on the right is scaled

to the same CPS. Typical N 1s spectra of pyridine adsorbed onto an iron centre of

FePc should produce three di�erent emissions at ∼398, ∼399 and ∼400 eV due to

photoemission from the nitrogen atoms within the Pc skeleton, nitrogen atoms of the
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multilayer of BipyOPE3 and bonding to sites other than Fe and �nally, an emission

from nitrogen atoms coordinating with Fe, respectively.[128] Here, the nitrogen peak

emission for nitrogen atoms within the Pc macrocycle arose at 398.70 eV.

As we begin to expose the FePc layers to BipyOPE3, changes in the N 1s spectra

appear after deposition of around 4 hours. With the deposition of 4 hours, two

additional peaks arise at 399.96 and 401.04 eV. These values closely match the

values found in the literature, indicating that there is some presence of bipyridine

interacting with the iron.[246, 128] However, the shape of the Fe 2p3/2 does not

signi�cantly change, suggesting the amount of FePc on the surface is insu�cient to

produce the expected narrower shape. At 24 hours, there appear to be fewer FePc

molecules on the surface as observed from the Fe 2p XPS results. Similar to 4 hr

deposition, the peaks arising in the N 1s region at 24 hours appeared at 398.62,

399.42 and 400.52 eV. The amount of FePc left on the gold surface after 24 hours

was less than half of that found at 4 hours.

7.8 Combining FePc + BipyOPE2

The solvents and methods used for depositing BipyOPE2 were the same as 1, a

THF:EtOH mix of 1:4. Similar results were discovered at 4 hours and 24 hours in

the N 1s region when combining FePc and BipyOPE2 (Figure 110). At 4 hours,

three distinct energy emissions were found at 398.8, 399.1 and 400.2 eV, which are

aligned with the literature as stated previously. The area ratio between the nitrogen

atoms found in the macrocycle compared with the Fe-N bonds was approximately

2:1, indicating about half of the FePc molecules left on the surface after solution

self-assembly had interacted with the nitrogen of the bipyridine.

As we found with BipyOPE3 samples, the FWHM of the Fe 2p peak for depositions

between 20 minutes, 1 hour and 4 hours are 4.2, 4.8 and 4.4 eV, respectively. As

we reach 24 hours, the FWHM decreases to 3.4 eV, this could indicate some level

of decoupling is occurring between the FePc and the pyridine moiety. Expected

FWHM suggests a narrowing of at least half of the original monolayer value to

∼1.75 eV. Interestingly, the di�erence in intensity does not di�er between each

sample except for the monolayer and the 24-hour sample indicating that as the self-
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Figure 110: XPS spectra of the N 1s (left) and Fe 2p region (right) of FePc +
bipyridine 1

assembly deposition time increases the FePc monolayer is not greatly a�ected until

we reach a time between 4 to 24 hours. At 24 hours, there appear to be fewer FePc

molecules remaining on the surface, which is in line with previous results.

Considering some of the evidence found for 24-hour deposition of BipyOPE2, such

as the additional peaks found in the N 1s spectra combined with the evidence of

Fe 2p narrowing by 0.9 eV, shows the initial stages of complexing happening. To

further con�rm this theory, additional experiments need to be carried out to prevent

damage to the FePc monolayer after 24 hours of submersion in solvent.

7.9 Summary of Findings and Future Work

We have con�rmed through AFM, ZnTPP and BipyOPE3 can form highly-ordered

networks on an Au(111) surface via thermal sublimation on separate occasions. The

challenge we had here was to encourage the SAM formation of bipyridine to interact

with the substrate upright as opposed to both nitrogen atoms on the surface. This

in turn a�ected the ability for complexation to occur and caused a phase separation

between the two molecules.

To attempt to overcome this problem, BipyOPE3 was deposited in solution as past

studies on BipyOPE3 showed upright standing packing formation of the SAMs.

However, as longer deposition times were required for the packing of BipyOPE3

due to the length of the molecule, AFM showed disruption to the pristine ZnTPP

monolayer whilst simultaneously depositing BipyOPE3 upright. The following steps
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were taken to prevent the removal of the ZnTPP layer. First, limiting the deposition

time in solution by experimenting with a smaller bipyridine molecule would mean

less time for the solvent to interact with the bottom surface layer. During experi-

mentation with BipyOPE2, a large amount of characterisation was performed using

an XPS to con�rm the presence of a Zn-N bond. There had been evidence of one

sample exhibiting a peak emission at 1021.56 eV, indicative of a Zn-N bond. Ideally,

this sample will be replicated for AFM characterisation and further characterisation

if successful.

Alternatively, FePc was swapped out from ZnTPP following Isvoranu's studies on

pyridine and ammonia adsorption onto FePc. Experiments in these studies were per-

formed in a vacuum as opposed to vacuum and solution. As we discovered through

XPS, the longer the deposition time of BipyOPE3, the weaker the Fe 2p3/2 signal

becomes, indicating the decrease in FePc molecules left on the substrate. In contrast

to this, BipyOPE2 appears to retain the FePc molecules at similar intensities at 20

mins, 1 hour and 4 hours showing that the deposition time for FePc here is not the

limiting factor, but potentially the solvent used was the problem.

Next, we would have liked to continue this work with a few more experiments to

con�rm the complex formation between the metal centre and the nitrogen of the

linker above. As evident from the results produced in this chapter, following vac-

uum deposition the immersion in solvent disturbs the pristine monolayer formed by

sublimation. Part of the reason for this is as the planar molecule interaction to the

surface is from the pi system, the molecule is physisorbed onto the substrate. As

we had used THF to dissolve the bipyridine derivates, we suspect that THF is �at

enough to come in between the porphyrin or phthalocyanine molecule, lifting it o�

the surface of the substrate. To test this theory, we had intended to use various

non-planar solvents for the solution self-assembly. For example, MeTHF and ace-

tone both contain sp3 hybridised carbon atoms preventing a planar structure. This

can be proved successful by examining the resulting samples by XPS and analysing

the binding energies.

Another advantage of using MeTHF as an alternative to THF is that it is derived

from plant sources (corncobs and bagasse) making it a both economical and envi-
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ronmentally friendly substitute. Its production method also provides further envi-

ronmentally options as there is lower peroxide formation and ease of separation and

recovery from water which reduces the waste stream, to name a few.[258]
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

As outlined earlier in this work, the three aims of this thesis was to translate sin-

gle molecular measurements to monolayers and examine their feasibility, experi-

ment with phonon suppressing molecules to measure the impact on its thermoelec-

tric/electric properties and to design a novel method of fabricating thermoelectric

thin �lms.

Chapter 5 experiments with two derivatives of ferrocenes: thiol and pyridyl fer-

rocenes. The molecules of choice were based on ferrocene derivatives which were

previously studied as single molecular junctions (outside the scope of this work).

These molecules assembled well on the Au surface with nitrogen-based molecules

assembling in a `hairpin' conformation. Thiol-based molecules tended to prefer an

`open' conformation. In addition to successfully forming a self-assembled layer, it

was discovered that the angle between the arms will e�ect the thermoelectricity

despite not signi�cantly impacting the conductivity.

The fabrication of these novel `sticky' to `slippery' linker systems presents a signi�-

cant breakthrough in the �eld of molecular electronics, overcoming the need for rigid

contacts to metallic electrodes, a critical step in the design of future thin-�lm devices.

Chapter 6 demonstrates the use of stacking two molecules to disrupt the phonon

transport through the device to in turn enhance the thermoelectric properties. This

study could also reasonably be extended to further work in tailoring di�erent ends

of a multi-component system to di�erent materials, as a route toward decoupling
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electronic and thermal contributions in the generation of thermopower.

The following chapter, Chapter 7, then took this a step further by using a novel

method of attempting to create multi-component systems by combining thermal

sublimation and self-assembly. The results discussed in this chapter have shown

that there is potential for bipyridine to complex onto the iron core of FePc. Al-

though this study didn't achieve what it was set out to do, the �ndings con�rmed

that good progress has been made towards a novel fabrication method for thin �lm

thermoelectrics.
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